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This deliverable takes place within the context of subtask 3.2 of the original
submission document. Subtask 3.2 partly consisted of the understanding of curation processes and, more importantly, content evolution, ideally with respect
to source authority. This issue is admittedly broad and strongly connects with
contemporary research topics in cognitive science, mainly in relation to cultural
epidemiology. In a nutshell, this research program aims at describing the reasons
behind the contagiosity of ideas and representations: both intrinsically (with respect to the cognitive characteristics of the content itself) and extrinsically (with
respect to the property of sources, users, including authority phenomena).
Eventually, most of the work under this topic within AlgoPol has been devoted
to the preliminary and necessary understanding of content evolution itself, at a
sentence level, essentially in online communities. The project expired before we
could explore further the relationship between authority and content di↵usion and,
perhaps more importantly, content transformation, which we now have to leave for
future research.

Here, we principally exploited the recent possibility of tracking very similar
content in large online datasets (Leskovec et al., 2009) in order to empirically
describe how information is being altered by being (iteratively) re-formulated by
individuals, in a decentralized manner.
The present document thus includes four related manuscripts:
1. “Multi-Level Modeling of Quotation Families Morphogenesis”, by Elisa Omodei
(CAMS), Thierry Poibeau (ENS) and Jean-Philippe Cointet (INRA SenS /
as part of CAMS), on the evolution of quotations in blogspace (such as “In
a speech, X said: ‘We should do our best to (...)’ ”). This first work had
started shortly before the official beginning of Algopol and has been completed in the first months of the project. It features results on the stability
of quotations at a meso-level, for example with respect to their length and
popularity. It has been presented at the 4th ASE/IEEE Intl. Conf. on Social
Computing “SocialCom 2012”, in September 2012.
2. “How do we copy and paste? The semantic drift of quotations in blogspace”,
by Sébastien Lerique and Camille Roth, currently in (major) revision for a
publication in Cognitive Science. This study makes use of the same dataset
as above to provide a finer description of psycholinguistic biases in the reformulation of quotations. We focused on a more micro level than in the first
manuscript: we looked at the evolution of words to show for instance that
some words are more likely to be replaced with others based on their age of
acquisition, popularity, length. This paper more broadly demonstrates the
existence of cognitive attractors in these reformulation processes.
3. “Pour une étude du contexte d’interprétation”, by Sébastien Lerique, provides an epistemological reflection on the prospect of studying content mutation by taking context into account, thereby taking some hindsight on the
above studies focused on the sentence level. It has been submitted to a special issue of “Travaux de Linguistique” upon the solicitation of the editors.
4. “The Gistr Platform”, by Sébastien Lerique, is a white paper describing the
functioning of an experimental platform called “Gistr” meant at studying the
in vivo transformation of content, in order to provide a reference point on
the in vitro observations on empirical datasets stemming from online communities. Gistr, as such, is also a software deliverable of the project, which
will be used to further refine the understanding of reformulation processes.
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Abstract—This paper investigates cultural dynamics in social
media by examining the proliferation and diversification of
clearly-cut pieces of content: quoted texts. In line with the
pioneering work of Leskovec et al. [1] and Simmons et al. [2] on
meme dynamics we investigate in deep the transformations that
quotations published online undergo during their diffusion. We
deliberately put aside the structure of the social network as well
as the dynamical patterns pertaining to the diffusion process to
focus on the way quotations are changed, how often they are
modified and to what extent these changes shape diverse families
and sub-families of quotations. Following a biological metaphor,
we try to understand in which way mutations can transform
quotations at different scales and how mutation rates depend on
various properties of the quotations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
“Memeticists”, whose forefather Richard Dawkins [3] was
the first to coin the term meme in 1976 in analogy to gene,
defend the thesis that culture is subjected to evolutionary
processes in the same way that living beings are. This trend
of research has suffered strong oppositions especially from
ethnographers and anthropologists [4] criticizing in particular
the assumption that culture could be divided into individual
objects called cultural entities [5], and more generally the
lack of empirical validation [6]. Social media offer at last this
opportunity for studying social and cultural dynamics in-vivo.
In this paper, we claim that tracking the transformations of
quotations in the blogosphere is a good way to tackle such
empirical endeavour. If quotations admittedly cannot catch the
complex properties found in every cultural traits, their atomic
structure is, by nature, an opportunity that should be seized to
put the memetic program, at least partially, into practice.
We are then interested in the diffusion of quotations which
builds on the notion of “intertextuality”, frequently used in
political discourse studies. Intertextuality refers to the fact that
fragments of discourse are repeated, re-used and progressively
modified in different ways. It is thus possible to track the
stability or the progressive distortion of an utterance over
time. Following Kristeva [7], we assume that these distortions
are not neutral and reflect the way ideas diffuse in different
communities.
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Diffusion studies have attracted much interest from pioneering sociological approaches [8] to more contemporary studies
observing diffusion dynamics in online media. Whatever the
nature of the diffusive entity: drugs [9], books recommandations [10], citations [11], or URLs [12], the process at stake
in each of these studies assumes that objects are perfectly
replicated, their stability being a necessary condition for studying their diffusion. Like the previously mentioned objects,
quotations can be tracked because whatever their changes they
still refer to the same singular external event. But contrarily
to them, quotations can undergo transformations, opening the
way to the systematic quantitative analysis of regular patterns
underlying these changes.
When it comes to characterizing changes that can affect
quotations, it may be useful to follow the biological metaphor
provided by memetics. A sequence of genes can be altered by
mutations which may affect only one nucleotide or a large
sequence of nucleotides. Small-scale mutations encompass
point mutations (substitute a single nucleotide with another),
deletions and insertions. We claim that such an ontology
distinguishing between small-scale and large-scale changes is
fruitful for addressing quotation transformation dynamics. We
then introduce a different typology than the one described
by Simmons et al. in their analysis of the same dataset.
In [2] authors discriminate between “reframing” and “alteration” events: if a phrase is transformed into a superstring or
substring, then reframing takes place, otherwise one should
talk about alteration. The relation of inclusion between two
quotations then defines the type of transformation. We prefer
to use a different typology directly inspired from the biological
mutation process. We will then simply consider on the one
hand micro-mutations affecting only one word whatever the
type of transformation (i.e. a word can be added, deleted or
even replaced by another one) and on the other hand macromutations affecting more deeply the composition of phrases.
Intuitively small-scale and large-scale mutation events stand
for different underlying cognitive processes. Micro-mutations
are small changes in the original quotation which can be
introduced voluntarily or simply by error with no special
intention to alter the original meaning of the replicated quote.

In the other case, macro-mutations are more probably due to
voluntary changes by bloggers or journalists that only want to
stress the attention of readers toward a subpart of the original
quoted text.
Our goal will then be to describe how micro-scale and
macro-scale mutations progressively transform quotations during their diffusion. The first part of the article will be devoted
to a very short description of our empirical dataset. An original
algorithm for detecting coherent families of quotations is then
introduced. Based on these families, we will then introduce
stability and diversity indexes which help us describing the
transformation process at different levels (words, quotes and
families). In the last part we will empirically measure mutation
rates according to different properties of the quotations and
will propose a morphogenesis model for building realistic
families of quotations.
II. DATASET DESCRIPTION
We analyze the MemeTracker corpus which is made of
quotations automatically extracted from 90 millions news and
blog articles collected over the final three months of the 2008
U.S. Presidential Election and the following three months [1].
More precisely, we downloaded the MemeTracker dataset from
the publicly available website memetracker.org, that consists
of 310 457 distinct quotations collected from news and blog
articles from August 2008 till the end of January 2009. Each
quotation had to be mentioned at least 5 times in order to
be included in the corpus. As we will primarily focus on
characterizing how quotes are being transformed, the effects
stemming from the underlying social network are out of the
scope of this article. We then decided to neglect all the
hyperlinks between articles and concentrate only on the textual
data, i.e. the quotes themselves, and their number of mentions.
III. B UILDING QUOTATION FAMILIES
In order to analyze the MemeTracker corpus, it is necessary
to identify families of quotations, which means grouping
together the different quotations in relation with a same “seed”
quotation (i.e. an original quoted text that can be subsequently
re-used, duplicated or modified). This analysis is done in three
steps: (i) all the quotations are linguistically analyzed and
normalized (by lemmatizing the quotes and removing stop
words); (ii) similarity between every pair of quotations is
calculated and the quotes whose similarity is above a given
threshold are linked so as to obtain a graph of quotations; (iii)
a clustering algorithm is applied to detect communities (i.e.
cohesive subgraphs in the graph) that will correspond to our
families. We detail this process in the following subsection,
followed by an evaluation of our results and a discussion.
A. A hybrid linguistic and structural approach
While the clustering method of Leskovec and his colleagues
[1] builds on structural relations between phrases mainly
defined according to their potential string inclusion, we tried to
design a proximity measure between quoted phrases following
more linguistic hypotheses.

A domain of interest regarding our objective is the paraphrase detection task, which is useful for various natural
language applications, including information extraction, automatic summarization and machine translation. Paraphrase
detection is highly difficult since it theoretically requires both
a semantic and a syntactic analysis of sentences to give
valuable results. In practice, most approaches are based on the
identification of similar words between couples of sentences,
which makes it possible to calculate a similarity value (using
a similarity measure like cosine) [13]. Various refinements can
be explored in order to get more accurate results, like trying
to calculate word similarity (using for example a resource like
Wordnet for English) or trying to identify relations between
words. For example, Qiu et al. [14] use the Charniak parser
to get a syntactic analysis of the sentence and try to map
predicate-argument patterns (for example, a verb with its
arguments) between sentences, which makes the method more
precise.
In this study, we preferred to design a simple strategy for
building quotation families which features basic text processing techniques and makes use of a refined proximity measure.
First we substituted every word with its lemma using the
TreeTagger software [15] and eliminated all the stop words.
This step is supposed to conserve only the chore semantic part
of each quoted text so that our proximity measure only focuses
on the most informative part of each phrase. Lemmatization
allows to unify into one single class simple variations of the
same word like singular/plurals, or verbs at different tenses.
Stop words, also called “empty words”, are usually considered
as noise when comparing the semantic content of two phrases.
We make use of the traditional Levenshtein distance to
assess the dissimilarity between two cleaned quotes. But we
still need to add some sophistication to take into account word
frequency in our measure, considering that rare words are
more informative than frequent ones. We then computed the
tf*idf score [16] for every word w of quotation q defined
as tf*idf(w, q, Q) = tf(w, q) ⇤ idf(w, Q), where tf(w, q) is
the word w frequency in the quotation q and idf(w, Q) =
log |Q|/{q 2 Q : w 2 q} where |Q| is the cardinality of the
set Q of all the quotations. The first term gives more weight
to frequent words (in the quotation) and the second one
adjusts this value by penalizing words that are too frequent
in the dataset since these words are considered to be not
discriminative enough.
Then for every couple of quotations q and q 0 (with |q| |q 0 |)
we computed an adjusted Levenshtein distance treating words
as tokens and weighting them with their tf*idf scores. Classically, the Levenshtein distance - also called edit-distance
- computes the miminum number of additions, deletions or
substitutions necessary to transform an ordered sequence of
object into another. Our weighted Levenshtein distance L then
allows to compare two quotations, defined as two ordered
sequences of words following this formula:
P
0 0
(w, w0 ))
min edit path f (w, q, w , q )(1
P
L(q, q 0 ) =
0 0
min edit path f (w, q, w , q )

where “min edit path” is the minimum edit path found by the
algorithm to compute the Levenshtein distance, (w, w0 ) = 1
if w = w0 , 0 otherwise, and
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The rationale behind this method is to use a proximity measure
based on sequences of words since word order clearly matters
(as opposed to bag-of-word approaches where words are
considered independently of their order of appearance). But
we also give more weight to more discriminating words with
their tf*idf score.
After this pre-processing step, we constructed a similarity
network with the set of quotations, in which every quotation is
a node. We assign a weighted edge between two quotations q
and q 0 if they have at least two (full) words in common and if
their similarity score, calculated as 1 L(q, q 0 ), is greater than
0.35, a value that we empirically found to be an appropriate
threshold. The weight of the edge equals 1 L(q, q 0 ).
The final step was to apply an algorithm for community
detection in networks in order to identify different quotation
families. For this purpose we chose the Infomap algorithm by
Rosvall and Bergstrom [17], an information theoretic approach
algorithm which uses the probability of flow of random walks
on a network as a proxy for information flow in the real system
and decomposes the graph into communities by compressing a
description of the probability flow. Lancichinetti and Fortunato
tested various community detection algorithms [18] and found
that Infomap has an excellent performance combined with
low computational complexity, which enables to analyze large
systems like our dataset.
B. Result evaluation and comparison
Clustering methods are widely used for natural language
processing applications that require grouping different sets
of elements. However, evaluating the output of clustering
methods remains challenging since gold standards1 are rarely
available and different partitions of the data may often make
sense depending on the task and the context.
As for our experiment, no gold standard was available but
it is possible to use the result of the MemeTracker project
experiment as a comparison point. We chose to rely on a
manual evaluation of a relevant sample of clusters randomly
selected from those produced by our method and those produced by the MemeTracker method. We randomly selected
30 of our families, and for each family we also selected
every MemeTracker family that had at least one quotation in
common with the original family. Then for each family we
made two lists: the first one containing all the quotations in
the family, and the second one containing all the quotations
which belonged to the corresponding selected families of
1 In natural language processing, a gold standard is a set of manually
annotated data. Most of the time, the data is annotated by several annotators
to ensure a reliable result based on a high inter-annotator agreement.

the MemeTracker project. Then we did the opposite with
30 families of the MemeTracker project. The size of the
initial clusters used for evaluation varies from 3 to 150 text
snippets/sentences.
The list was then assessed by two judges, who were told that
every first list represents a subset of closely related quotations
and to mark any quotation that they thought should not belong
to the family. Then they had to look at the second list and mark
if any of the quotations should be added to the family.
Before detailing the result of this evaluation, it is necessary
to quickly examine some methodological issues. First, a number of text snippets were not real quotations but titles (“high
school musical”), short expressions with no clear meaning
out of context (“a little bit”) or foreign words (“la vida no
vale nada”) between brackets. The corresponding clusters were
excluded from the evaluation2 . Second, the identification of the
main information expressed in a set of snippets is a difficult
task, especially given the variation in length of the different
snippets. The instruction given to the evaluators was to first
have a look at the whole set of snippets before determining
the prominent information, which seems to have worked pretty
well. Lastly, the instruction was to tag as equivalent snippets
that were reporting the same main information even if some
secondary information was missing. It was possible to tag a
snippet as uncertain.
Despite the minimal set of instructions given to our evaluators, we obtained interesting and reliable results. We compared
the evaluation produced by two annotators and obtained a high
inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s kappa is 0.69, which is
surprisingly high given the relative subjectivity of the task
and the scarcity of instructions provided to the evaluators).
We obtained the following results for precision and relative
recall (the recall is relative since we performed an evaluation
based on a comparison between two methods and not with
respect to a gold standard), where precision is calculated as
the fraction of quotations considered relevant in the first list,
recall as the number of relevant quotations in the first list over
the same number plus the number of relevant quotations found
in the second list.
Clustering Method
Ours
MemeTracker

Precision
.58
.47

Relative Recall
.90
.78

F-measure
.70
.58

Our method outperforms Leskovec et al.’s approach both
in precision and relative recall. This increase in precision is
probably due to the linguistic preprocessing step that makes
the whole process more precise (our analysis is focused on
content words that are themselves weighted according to
their discriminative power). The increase in relative recall is
probably due to the fact that the MemeTracker clusters contain
also a lot of snippets that are very small fractions of the seed
quotation and were thus considered by the judges not to carry
enough information to be unambiguously part of the family.
2 Note that our families will be filtered in a second phase in order to delete
these kinds of pathologic families.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of family sizes defined as the total number of mentions
of the quotations in the family (black dots), distribution of the number of
distinct quotations in a family (pink full diamonds) and distribution of the
number of mentions per quotation (blue diamonds).

We also measured the statistical significance between the
two F-measure values through the SIGF V2 test [19], which
implements an assumption-free randomization framework. It
allows to assess whether the difference in performance between two sets of predictions is significant. We found a pvalue of 0.049, which means that the F-scores are different
with a 5% significance level.
C. Family filtering
Since the dataset contains many quotations that are either
not in English either too short to convey a real unit of meaning,
we first decided to filter it by considering only quotations
containing at least 5 words in English3 .
D. Family description
We plotted the distribution of family sizes defined as the total number of quotations mentioned in a family, the distribution
of the number of distinct versions found in each family and the
distribution of the number of mentions per quotation (Fig. 1).
The shapes of all the three distributions can be approximated
as a power-law and are comparable to distributions found in
[1] although the families were defined differently.
IV. M ULTI - LEVEL TRANSFORMATION ANALYSIS
Before going into further details, let’s first have a look at an
actual family identified as a family gathering 7 different quotes
from the MemeTracker dataset. On Sep 3, 2008, Carly Fiorina,
former boss of computer-making giant Hewlett-Packard, told
a press conference: “The Republican party will not stand by
while Sarah Palin is subjected to sexist attacks ... and as
women, I think all of us are sensitized and outraged when
we see sexist treatment”. The quote is genuinely replicated 16
times in the dataset but it can also be found in 6 alternative
forms, the most frequent of them being mentioned 56 times
3 For this purpose we used the guess-language software available at
http://code.google.com/p/guess-language/.

Fig. 2. Empirical family detected by our algorithm and its associated editdistance graph. Quotes are connected when their edit distance is at most 1.
Sub-families (colored in red, blue and purple in this example) are made of
connected components of the edit graph. Node sizes scale with the observed
total number of mentions of the corresponding quote.

in a much shorter form than the original one: “the republican
party will not stand by while sarah palin is subjected to sexist
attack”.
Observing the diversity of quotes within the family, it appears that 3 main sub-families clearly emerge gathering either
the first, the second or both parts of the original quote. Within
each sub-family, we also observe small variations between
different versions of the quotations due to different spellings of
the same word (sensitised/sensitized), words trimmed or added
(sarah palin/gov palin/gov sarah palin, is being subjected/is
subjected).
As we wish to take into account the diversity of possible
changes, we will distinguish in the following between smallscale transformations observed when a single word is changed,
added or removed, and large-scale transformations occurring
when the quote is significantly trimmed into a smaller version.
A. Definitions
Before providing a more formal definition of these transformations, we first define the edit-distance graph as the
network connecting quotes whose edit-distance is no larger
than 1. Edit distance is defined as a Levenshtein distance
between two quotes considering words as single characters.
The edit distance between two quotes is then the minimum
number of edits needed to transform one quote into the other,
with the allowable edit operations being insertion, deletion, or
substitution of a single term. The maximum number of allowed
edits is fixed to one4 . Please note that in this case and in
all the following analysis no preliminary linguistic processing
is applied to quotes before computing their edit-distance.
4 We have chosen to consider only the edit-distance graph connecting quotes
at the smallest possible edit-distance i.e. 1. However, we have checked that our
results are qualitatively unchanged when considering larger transformations
(edit distance at most 2 or 3).

q 0 2Vq

we voluntarily focus on micro changes, excluding large-scale
transformations that may occur when copying only a subpart
of a quotation for example.
c) Family level: we also wish to appraise how much
a family or a sub-family composition is heterogeneous. We
compute the entropy of the distribution of number of mentions
P for every quote in the family / sub-family: HF =
q2F pq log(pq ) where pq holds for the proportion of
w
mentions of quotes q in its family / sub-family: pq = P q w .
q2F

q

B. Term level

The observation of the list of the most unstable words
exhibits some well known patterns, the first one being the
slight orthographic variations that exist for certain words in
English. We thus observe the following alternations: “defence/defense”, “programme/program” and, among many others, “behaviour/behavior”. Other variations include words with
a dash (“cease-fire/ceasefire”), abbreviations (“gov/governor”)
and foreign words (“al-qaeda/al-qaida”). Lastly, slang words
5 V will define the set of quotes whose edit-distance with q is less than or
q
equal to 1 and that belong to q’s family. Note that q 2 Vq .
6 In this study we define terms as simple words.
P7 More formally the stability of t in a given quote q is defined as: s(t|q) =
q 0 2Vq ,t2q 0
P
q 0 2Vq

wq 0

wq 0

, where wq stands for the total number of mentions of q.
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Contrarily to the strategy we adopted for detecting families,
we naturally do not wish to alter quotations at this step as we
are interested in identifying every possible transformation.
For every family, we then build the edit-distance graph G
connecting its quotations, and extract its connected components. These connected components define the sub-families,
i.e. sets of quotes which can only be differentiated by smallscale changes. Applied to our former example, edit distance
graph indeed allows us to exhibit three different sub-families
including various micro-level variants (see Fig. 2). The edit
distance graph is not only useful to define sub-families since
it will also be used to identify - given a target quote q - which
quotes are found in its immediate neighbourhood Vq 5 (i.e.
quotes that are directly competing for the attention of bloggers
or journalists). We then introduce three different measures that
will help us to assess the transformation dynamics at different
levels.
a) Term level: we are first interested in the relative
stability of terms6 found in a quotation. Given a quote q and
a term t 2 q, we define the stability of this term in this quote
s(t|q) as the proportion of quotes in Vq that share the same
term7 . The global stability of a term t is then defined as the
weighted average of term stabilities computed
for every quote
P
it belongs to, that is to say: s(t) = q,t2q wq s(t|q), where
wq stands for the total number of mentions of q.
b) Quote level: at the quote level, we simply define the
stability of a quote q as the proportion between the number of
mentions of q and the total number of mentions of quotes in
w
its immediate neighborhood: S(q) = X q
. At this stage,
wq 0
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Fig. 3. Stability in function of term frequency. The figure is obtained by
creating 20 equally populated quantiles and averaging the stability values
corresponding to each quantile. Error bars stand for confidence interval (5%).
Inset: stability of verbs and nouns only.

are frequently omitted, which makes them more subject to
variation than ordinary words (for example, “fuck” is in the
top 20 most instable words in the corpus; it can be either
suppressed or replaced by a simple “f” in indirect quotes).
Besides these qualitative observations, more systematic patterns emerged when analyzing term stability according to
different properties. We also wish to describe which features
can provide quotes or terms higher-fidelity replication rates.
Put differently, we are asking which properties at the term or
quote level may systematically account for a higher or lower
mutation rates? Formally, the stability of any feature attached
to a term/quote is defined as the weighted average of every
terms/quotes sharing this property8 .
Figure 3 shows that word frequency significantly affects
term stability. More frequent terms are significantly more
likely to be stable. More precisely terms with more than
100 occurrences in our quote corpus have a stability higher
than 99%, this value reaching up to 99.5% for the most
frequent terms. The rarer the term the more dramatically its
stability falls. We checked that this pattern is still present
after removing stop-words from our set of terms. The same
pattern can be observed even when selecting only certain
grammatical types of terms, suggesting that frequency of
terms plays a central role when it comes to memory issues
or when one has to decide whether a given term should
undergo a change. This observation may seem counter-intuitive
if one considers that less frequent terms may convey more
specific meaning. Yet rare terms may also be more prone to
change as they may be misspelled or simply more difficult
to spell precisely because of their scarcity. The same kind
of observation has actually been made in studies examining
the long-term evolution of language. For example, in [20],
8 For
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authors showed that the regularization rate of irregular English
verbs was rapidly decreasing with their frequency, indicating
that low frequency irregulars verbs are subject to more errors,
leading to their “rapid” regularization. Besides, specificity is
not synonymous with stability. A recent study analyzing the
same dataset used Wordnet9 to rank terms according to their
genericity. They showed that the more specific the terms the
more likely they are to be replaced, especially by more generic
ones [21]. This “natural preference” for more generic terms
may also account for the shape of the curve we observe as it
is probable that more specific terms occur less frequently than
more polysemic ones.
We also computed the average stability of terms according
to their grammatical type (see Fig. 4). Results are as expected.
Most common grammatical types approximately have the same
level of stability. Yet we note that besides interjections which
we could expect to feature lower stability, proper noun tend to
be more than twice more unstable than average. Indeed proper
nouns may produce more mutations as they can be misspelled
or undergo more transformations as illustrated in our example
in Fig. 2.
C. Quote level
We computed quote stability and plotted stability against
quote length, i.e the number of words that it contains (see Fig.
5). Quote stability is minimal for a certain length (around 8
words). Smaller quotes are less keen to change, while longer
quotes also feature higher stability. On such a digital medium,
two processes may be in competition when it comes to editing
quotes: i) a blogger may read/hear a quote in a newspaper,
Twitter, or more broadly catch it from any media and try to
replicate it by memory or ii) he can simply copy & paste the
quote from a digital source. The first copy process is probably
more used for quotes that are not too long (a 10-15 words
long quote seems already quite difficult to memorize), and is
also more keen to introduce variations than a pure copy &
paste process (note that variations depend on the length of
the quote: very short quotes are easier to memorize and are
thus quite stable; longer quotes are more unstable, 8 words
9 Wordnet is a lexical database of English featuring synonymous relations
between words (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/).

Fig. 5. Quote stability in function of quote length (number of words). The
figure is obtained by creating 10 equally populated quantiles and averaging the
stability values corresponding to each quantile. Error bars stand for confidence
interval (5%).

long quotes being the most unstable ones). On the other hand,
it seems plausible that longer quotes have greater chances
to have been replicated from an existing source (for quotes
over 8 words long, copy & paste is probably the preferred
option, hence the increase in stability for longer quotes). This
competition between low and high-fidelity replication along
with the uneven probability to introduce errors according to
the size of the quote may explain the particular shape of the
curve.
We also investigated whether a quote stability is affected
or not by its total frequency. In Figure 6 we plotted the
weighted average stability of quotes according to their frequency and observe that the curve increases logarithmically.
Two explanations may account for the higher stability of high
frequency quotes. People trying to replicate them may produce
less errors simply because they are inherently better replicators
(this property also explaining their popularity). Another cause
of their stability may simply be that they are being copied
- because of their spread - significantly more often than
their alternative forms, increasing in the long-run the disparity
between their frequency and alternative forms which are less
and less likely to get copied. The two processes may also
be taking place at the same time: popular quotes tend to be
naturally copied more frequently, while their number may
decrease the chances to introduce mistakes in the copying
process as it would seem more unlikely for someone to alter
a quote she/he has already read several times.
D. Family / sub-family level
To better understand how families are composed and more
precisely their inner diversity we also measured their entropy.
We both measured the entropy of sub-families and of families
as a whole. We recall that families group togther every quote
related to an original quote whatever the scale of transformations it may have undergone, while sub-families gather
quotes from the family that can be connected through micro-
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Fig. 6. Quote stability in function of their number of mentions. The figure is
obtained by creating 30 equally populated quantiles and averaging the stability
values corresponding to each quantile. Error bars stand for confidence interval
(5%).

level changes. The Shannon entropy, which was originally
applied to letters [22], is classically used as a diversity index.
Applied to quotes, the entropy measures the diversity of
quotes composing a family or a sub-family. Entropy at the
sub-family and family levels exhibits very different patterns.
Figures 7 shows how entropy correlates with the family / subfamily size. We observe that the value of the entropy for the
families with a certain number of mentions is always much
higher than the value of the entropy of the sub-families of the
dataset gathering the same number of mentions. Put differently
sub-families exhibit less diversity than families, suggesting
that - at the micro-level - the competition among different
versions of the same phrase eventually leads to a situation in
which there is one version that is predominant regarding the
number of mentions with respect to other versions, whereas
- at the macro-level - there is more heterogeneity due to the
coexistence of different relatively independent sub-families.
V. M ODELING Q UOTATION FAMILY G ENERATION
We now propose a model of quotation family morphogenesis that accounts for their composition in terms of sub-family
size distribution, and regarding their diversity at both levels.
To design a realistic model, we still need to precisely define
how quotations are being changed when the family is growing.
In this section we will then have a closer look at the temporal
evolution of families, examining how many and which type of
mutations are introduced during the process.
A. Mutation rates
We have shown that two types of mutations could occur
when copying a quote. When the quotation is not perfectly
replicated, one may observe a macro-level mutation - only
a subpart of the original quotation is selected - or a microlevel mutation - small changes affecting only one word in the
quotation. In the first case, we will consider that a new subfamily is produced, in the second case that the sub-family the
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Fig. 7.
Family and sub-family entropy in function of the total number
of mentions of their quotes. The figure is obtained by creating 10 equally
populated quantiles and averaging the entropy values corresponding to each
quantile. Error bars stand for confidence interval (5%).

original quote belongs to is simply enriched by a new version.
We make the assumption that the chances that a mutation
produces a version that had been already published before is
negligible.
As we assume that every new version is triggered by a
mutation event, we can assess mutation rates a posteriori at
both levels by comparing the number of different versions in a
given subset and the total number of mentions these different
versions received. More precisely, the average mutation rate
can be computed at both micro / macro level as the ratio
between the number of micro / macro-mutation events (number
of versions in the sub-family minus one / number of subfamilies in the family minus one), and the total number of
copying steps (mentions in the sub-family / family minus one).
But accessing average mutation rates is not enough to
realistically reconstruct family and sub-family morphogenesis:
we also need to take into account the relevant properties
affecting mutation rates. In the previous section, we showed
that quote stability is modified according to their length and
their popularity, which suggests that mutation rates could
strongly differ according to those two properties. Besides,
those properties may critically depend on the diffusion dynamics. That is the reason why we should dynamically assess the
rate at which new versions are being produced in the empirical
process according to those different conditions.
We then define the following strategy to dynamically measure mutation rates. Each family is considered as a growing
set progressively populating the various sub-families with new
quotes. Each time a new quotation is produced, we record
whether it is a perfect copy of a previously mentioned quotation, or a new version that had never been observed before. In
the latter case we also record whether the original quotation is
enriching an existing sub-family or creating a completely new
sub-family. We compile those events according to the original
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and ⇢µ (n) = 0.057n 0.739 . The figure is obtained by creating 15 equally
populated quantiles and averaging the mutation rate values corresponding to
each quantile. Error bars stand for confidence interval (5%).

state of the family and sub-family10 , i.e. we enumerate microchanges, macro-changes and perfect copying events according
to the average sub-family size and average quotation length.
From there on, it is straightforward to define the micro /
macro-mutation rate according to a given average length or a
given total number of mentions as the proportion of replication
events producing a micro / macro change. We will call the
so computed micro and macro mutation rates ⇢µ and ⇢M
respectively.
From figure 6 we can suspect that the number of mentions
is crucial for determining the precise mutation rate of a
quotation. Therefore we plotted (Fig. 8) the micro (and respectively macro) mutation rates according to the total number
of mentions observed in the sub-family. As expected we
find that both mutation rates decrease with the number of
mentions (see figure caption for further details about the fitting
functions used). This behaviour confirms our hypothesis that
more popular quotations are less keen to changes. Very popular
quotations may be so ubiquitous in the environment that the
probability to introduce micro-mutations by error is lowered
(many copies can recall the agents how the correct version
should be spelled) or that “successful” quotations have such
high “fitness” that any further refinements is unnecessary.
Figure 5 showed that quotation stability is sensibly modified
according to their length l. We plotted in Fig. 9 the mutation
rates according to the average length of the family / subfamily quotations. We observe that the macro-mutation rate
is growing with quotation length. While small quotations
(less than 5 words) can naturally not undergo any macro
mutation given the definition of our family categorization,
the macro-mutation rate reaches a threshold for quotations
over 20 words. In our model, we use an exponential function
to express the dependence of the macro mutation rate with
10 We make the hypothesis that a new quotation enriching a pre-existing
sub-family was necessarily copied from one member of this sub-family
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Fig. 9. Micro and Macro mutation rates according to quotation lengths,
along with their fitted model. ⇢M (l) = 0.020 0.292 exp ( 0.499l) and
⇢µ (l) = 0.004 + 0.046(l 5) exp ( 0.423l). The figure is obtained by
creating 15 equally populated quantiles and averaging the mutation rate values
corresponding to each quantile. Error bars stand for confidence interval (5%).

quotation size (see Fig. 9 caption for further details). A
plausible explanation is that a quotation can hardly be trimmed
before reaching a certain critical length. Above 20 words the
quotation is certainly made of different phrases or sentences
that individually carry some autonomous meaning even when
separated from their original environment.
The correlation between l and the micro mutation rate seems
more complex. A peak of the micro mutation rate is reached
for mid-size quotations around 8 words. After the maximal
value is reached, we observe an exponential decrease until the
curve plateau at the minimal mutation rate. As already hypothesized when commenting the shape of quotation stability
with length, micro-change dynamics seems to be driven by two
processes acting in different directions regarding the number
of words. First, it seems clear that mistakes introduced during
the copying process are possible only when the quotation is not
simply copy & paste. It seems reasonable to postulate that the
probability for a quotation to be retrieved from memory rather
than copy & paste is exponentially decreasing with quotation
length. If the quotation was retrieved from memory then
chances are that some mistakes will be introduced. If we refer
to classical works in psychology [23], human brain can hold
up to a certain number of objects or chunks in memory. This
so-called “magic number” below which short term memory is
almost perfectly accurate is precisely around 5 for words. This
is the reason why we chose to fit the correlation between micro
mutation rate and length with a more complex equation made
of the product of two probabilities: the probability that the
quoted phrase is not replicated by a copy & paste event (which
is exponentially decreasing with l) and the probability that an
error is introduced by chance (which is assumed to be linear
for quotations larger than the magical number 5). This product
models the probability that the quotation is replicated with an
error. We also add a baseline in the fitting function to account
for the constant probability that a blogger or a journalist
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voluntarily introduces a single change to the quotation (see
Fig. 9 caption for further details).

B. Model Design
We now propose a generative process producing families of
quotations. Our aim is to find a realistic agent-based process
that accounts for the distribution of the size of subfamilies as
well as for the shape of the increase of diversity at the family
and sub-family level in time. We rely on a classical Polya
urn principle like in [2]. We assume that each sub-family
is centered around a specific kernel of meaning and is then
characterized with its own autonomous dynamical process.
This is the reason why we randomly select a sub-family from
which a quotation is picked for replication. The quotation
may then undergo a mutation according to its length l and its
number of mentions n.
More formally, a family F is initialized with a quotation q of
a given length l (F = {q}). This first quotation is also assigned
a sub-family f . The simulation then iterates over every time
step as follows (see Figure 10 for an illustration):
1) One randomly chooses a sub-family f of F and then
a quotation q 2 f with probability proportional to the
number of mentions of q
2) With a probability given by the combination of the two

Fig. 11. Comparison of the distribution of sub-family sizes in the empirical
data (black dots) and produced by the model (blue diamonds).

micro mutations rates ⇢µ (l) and ⇢µ (n)11 the quotation
undergoes a micro-change, resulting in a new quotation
q 0 that differs from the original one by only one edit
(deletion, insertion or substitution). If above this probability the quote is not modified,
3) Then, if long enough, the quotation can also be trimmed
into a smaller quotation with a probability given by the
the macro mutation rates which depend on the quotation
length l and number of mentions n according to the
fitted values of ⇢M (l) and ⇢M (n)11 . If so, a new shorter
quotation q 00 is created.
4) If the quotation did not undergo any mutation on steps 2
and 3, it is perfectly replicated (copy&paste) and a new
quotation q is produced.
5) The possibly mutated (q 0 or q 00 ) or unchanged (q) version
of the original quotation is added to the family.
The process is repeated from step 1 until the family is
considered complete, i.e. when it has received the total number
of quotations we observed in the empirical distribution.
C. Model Results
Our simulation almost produced the same number of distinct
versions and sub-families than in our original dataset (less than
1% error). We also observe that the proposed model accounts
for the size distribution of sub-families and for the diversity
of families and sub-families. Figure 11 shows a very good fit
between the empirical and the simulated sub-family size distributions, suggesting that our model succeeds in reproducing the
11 Precisely the global probability to observe a mutation given the total
⇢(l)⇢(n)
number of mentions and average length is given by ⇢ = <⇢> . As one
can not simply infer which was the original quote from which a new quote
was replicated, we computed the stylized behaviour linking mutation rates
with l and n considering average lengths and estimated cumulated number of
mentions in the sub-family. We are now making the hypothesis that mutation
rates can be directly computed based on the quotation length and number of
mentions. Lengths being homogeneously distributed, the approximation seems
reasonable. Since the distribution of mentions is heterogeneous and given that
our process preferentially selects the most cited quote, it is very likely that
the number of mentions of a random quote is well approximated by the total
number of mentions in the sub-family.

family / sub-family entropy
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observed feature that families are composed of sub-families of
more similar quotation versions. Moreover, Figure 12 shows
that our model is also able to reproduce the difference that we
observed in the values of entropy between families and subfamilies. The model creates quite homogeneous sub-families
that put together into families account for their larger diversity.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced a new algorithm for quotation
clustering as a first step towards the analysis of quotation
family structure and transformations. We showed how these
families can be characterized at a meso level by retrieving the
corresponding sub-families, i.e. the connected components of
a graph of edit distances of at most one edit. This multi-level
analysis allowed us to find new interesting results, such
as the difference in the entropy level at the two scales,
suggesting that the strong competition among very similar
quotations leads to a more homogeneous situation with
respect to the co-existence of the different sub-families.
Moreover, we presented a model that attempts to describe the
morphogenesis of these families of quotations and accounts
for their composition in terms of sub-family size distribution
and for the difference of diversity measured at both levels.
The model relies on the analysis of quotation stability, through
which we showed that quotations undergo a different number
of mutations according to their length and their number of
mentions, concluding that quotations that are already very
popular have less chances to be transformed. In future work
we would like to take into account the underlying social
network in order to enrich the analysis of the driving forces
determining quotations transformation. Moreover, our model
could be significantly more realistic with a finer description
of temporal patterns pertaining to quotation diffusion.
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Abstract
We describe reformulation processes within a large distributed system such as blogspace;
showing how some specific features of public representations may be altered by bloggers
when they freely reproduce them. To deal with robust and simple cultural representations,
we focus on the evolution of quotations. In particular, we uncover some of the semantic
and structural characteristics of individual words and the substitutions they undergo. Our
work amounts to a large in vivo experiment where we appraise the impact of
classically-influent psycholinguistic variables in the accuracy of the reproduction. We show
that all variables remarkably exhibit a single attractor and are generally contractile. Even
though the observed convergence patterns only partially explain quotation evolution, we
shed light on a class of phenomena which are prone to constitute a key element of a
broader empirically-grounded, attractor-based theory of cultural evolution.
Keywords: word production; recollection bias; semantic network; cultural evolution;
cultural attraction; data mining; big data; in vivo psycholinguistics
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Introduction
The understanding of knowledge transmission mechanisms has led to a sizable
literature in the recent past, spanning over numerous research fields ranging from cultural
anthropology to social network analysis and complex systems modeling; from social
cognition to data mining. These works are diversely labeled as studies on “opinion
dynamics”, “cultural evolution”, or “information diffusion” and, for the most part,
investigate phenomena pertaining to both cognitive science and social science, both at the
individual and social levels.
Broadly speaking, we may distinguish two main research streams, depending on
whether the focus lies on cognitive processes or on social dynamics. A first stream is
largely structured around cultural anthropology and essentially addresses cultural
similarity, diversity and its evolution. It features several theories mixing social and
individual cognition including, to cite a few, the debated “memetic” program initiated by
Dawkins (1976) (for which the collection of works by Aunger, 2000, provides a solid
overview), the development of evolutionary models of norms (see for instance Ehrlich &
Levin, 2005) following the seminal work of Boyd and Richerson (1985); or the “cultural
epidemiology” program proposed by Sperber (1996), which links the concept of mental
representation to the concept of public representation (the latter being the counterpart of
the former outside of the brain, i.e. in all kinds of cultural artifacts: texts, utterances, etc.).
One of the core claims of this literature consists in emphasizing that not all
knowledge is equally fit for being reproduced, although the various approaches have a
different take on how exactly this notion of fitness should be operationalized. Sperber’s
cultural epidemiology classically opposes Dawkins’ memetics by insisting that
representations are not being replicated through a high-fidelity copy process, but are being
interpreted and produced anew, and are thus greatly subject to change. Cultural
epidemiology postulates that this conceptual evolution can be appraised through the
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notion of “cultural attractor”, seen as the attraction domain of an underlying
socio-semantic dynamical system.1 Despite some recent modeling attempts (e.g. Claidière
& Sperber, 2007), the development of quantitative measurements relying on the concept of
cultural attractors has remained a relatively hard task and, to our knowledge, this
hypothesis has not yet been empirically analyzed in an extensive manner.
Another research stream deals with rather macroscopic studies of knowledge
diffusion. Here, one of the focal points is that not all knowledge gets propagated identically
along the same routes, within the same communities, at the same pace. The various
approaches usually feature a minimalistic description of cognitive processes, strongly
reminiscent of biological epidemiology (a single, atomic piece of information may or may
not be adopted by each individual). This research program nonetheless exhibits a
particularly interesting empirical track record — largely owing to a recent avalanche of
observable in vivo data which, for a good decade now, have mainly come from online
interaction contexts. While these information trails are not records of “physical”
inter-individual interactions (in the sense of “real life” interactions), they still constitute a
wealth of observations on the dynamics of public – albeit online – representations. Some
authors could describe for instance the propagation of cultural artifacts across social
networks such as blogspace (Gruhl, Guha, Liben-Nowell, & Tomkins, 2004) or the email
network (Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2008), the characteristic times and diffusion cycles
both within these social networks and with respect to the topical dynamics of news
media (Leskovec, Backstrom, & Kleinberg, 2009b), or the reciprocal influence between the
social network topology and the distribution of issues (Cointet & Roth, 2009).
These latter studies are at the interface between data mining, complex systems and
quantitative sociology (first and foremost social network analysis) and are relatively remote
from cognitive science; for a significant part, they rely rather marginally on specific social
1

Works such as Atran (2003) argue that this approach is anthropologically better suited than memetics,

and some of the main issues in this debate are further detailed by Kuper (2000) and Bloch (2000).
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science theories. They nonetheless show us the added value of using these rapidly growing
records towards radically improving the empirical understanding of (individual-level)
cultural evolution processes.
Stepping back, we thus observe a gap between, on one side, empirical studies of
diffusion dynamics in social systems and, on the other side, more theoretical works focused
on knowledge transformation processes. Our research lies at the intersection of these two
programs, aiming to shed light on micro-level information transformation by leveraging the
empirical wealth of (in vivo) social diffusion phenomena. More precisely, we hope to
describe reformulation processes within a large distributed system such as blogspace;
showing how some specific types and features of public representations may be altered by
bloggers when they freely reproduce them.
We focus on simple linguistic modifications, thereby connecting our research to the
broader psycholinguistic literature. To deal with robust and simple cultural
representations, we paid attention to the evolution of quotations. While these verbatim
public representations should in theory not suffer any alterations when they are produced
anew (as opposed to more elaborate expressions and opinions, not identified as quoted
utterances), empirical observation shows that they are occasionally transformed. We will in
particular exhibit a non-trivial process by which individual words in quotations are
replaced. We will uncover some of the semantic and structural characteristics of these
words and the substitutions they undergo. In a way using this type of data is equivalent to
a large-scale psycholinguistic experiment and at the same time constitutes a first step
towards building empirically realistic models of cultural evolution.
The next section describes our hypotheses along with the relevant state-of-the-art on
this psycholinguistic matter. Then, we detail the empirical protocol and the various
assumptions that were made in order to deal with the available empirical material. We
further describe the significant psycholinguistic biases observed during in vivo quotation
reformulation as well as their epidemiological setting, followed by a discussion and general
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guidelines for further work in the final section.
Related work
The practical study of the transformation of public representations has emerged only
recently. For one, models involving evolution and representations to study the notion of
“cultural attractor” have appeared only a few years ago (see Claidière & Sperber, 2007,
and Claidière, Scott-Phillips, & Sperber, 2014, as well as a hybrid empirical-theoretical
protocol in MacCallum, Mauch, Burt, & Leroi, 2012). Among the empirical approaches,
some of the most relevant studies to date consist in a series of papers investigating
quotation transformations in a large corpus of US blog posts, initially collected and studied
by Leskovec et al. (2009b) and further analyzed by Simmons, Adamic, and Adar (2011)
and Omodei, Poibeau, and Cointet (2012). One of the main observations in these works is
that even for quotations, a type of public representation that should be among the most
stable, it is still possible to witness significant transformations. They essentially examine
the effect of some properties of the quotation source (e.g. news outlet vs. blog) or of the
surrounding public space (e.g. quotation frequency in the corpus). Some
diffusion-transformation models have been proposed, yet the very cognitive features which
may determine or, at least, influence these transformations, are overlooked; which may
appear to be relatively unsatisfying from a cognitive viewpoint.
At this level, we have to turn to the broader psycholinguistic literature which
provides one of the main cognitive foundations for public representation evolution by
studying the influence of word features on the ease of recall. This field is well developed
and details the impact that classical psycholinguistic variables such as word frequency (see
Yonelinas, 2002, for a review), age-of-acquisition (Zevin & Seidenberg, 2002), number of
phonemes or number of syllables (see for instance Nickels & Howard, 2004; Rey, Jacobs,
Schmidt-Weigand, & Ziegler, 1998), have on this type of task.
Less classical linguistic variables, based on the study of semantic network properties,
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have recently started to be used, in the context of connectionism and its normative
processual models (see for instance Collins & Loftus, 1975). Let us mention four interesting
studies on that matter, which demonstrate in a strictly in vitro framework and at the
vocabulary level that properties computed on a word network are important factors for the
cognitive processes and reproduction of those words. First, Griffiths, Steyvers, and Firl
(2007) analyze a task where subjects are asked to name the first word which comes to their
mind when they are presented with a random letter from the alphabet. The authors show
that there exists a link between the ease of recall of words and one of their semantic
features, namely their authority position (pagerank) in a language-wide semantic network
built from external word association data. Austerweil, Abbott, and Griffiths (2012) further
develop this idea by showing that random walk on such a semantic network, that is the
exact process measured by the pagerank index, gives a parsimonious account of some
semantic retrieval effects (namely, related items being retrieved together). A third
psycholinguistic study by Chan and Vitevitch (2010) shows, in a picture-naming task, that
words are produced faster and with fewer mistakes when they have a lower clustering
coefficient in an underlying phonological network (which, again, is defined from external
phonological data). D. L. Nelson, Kitto, Galea, McEvoy, and Bruza (2013), finally, show
the importance of clustering coefficient in a semantic network by studying the role it plays
in a variety of recall and recognition tasks (extralist and intralist cuing, single item
recognition, and primed free assocation).
On the whole, the current psycholinguistic state-of-the-art seems to hint towards two
antagonistic types of results. On one hand, part of the literature tends to show that recall
is easier for the least “awkward” words; those whose age of acquisition is earlier, length is
smaller, semantic network position is more central — this is particularly true in tasks
where participants are asked to form spontaneous associations or utter a word in response
to a given signal. On the other hand, when the task consists in recognizing a specific item
in a list, “awkward” words are actually more easily remembered, possibly as they are more
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informative and plausibly more discernible (see again Yonelinas, 2002, for a review). The
jury is still out as to whether reformulation alteration, that is spontaneous replacement of
words when asked to repeat a given utterance, is rather of the former or latter sort. We
also aim here at shedding some light on this debate, considering oddness as a dimension of
the purported fitness of utterances.
Methods
Quotations appeared to be a perfect candidate to propose a first in vivo measure of
low-level cognitive bias in a reformulation task. First, they are usually cleanly delimited by
quotation marks which greatly facilitates their detection in text corpora. Second, they
stem from a unique “original” version, and could ideally be traceable back to that version.
Third, and most importantly, their duplication should a priori be highly faithful, apart
from cases of cropping: not only should transformations be of moderate magnitude, but
when specific words are not perfectly duplicated, it is safe to assume that the variation is
due to involuntary cognitive bias — as writers may expect any casual reader to easily
verify, and thus criticize, the fidelity to the original quotation.
We could therefore study the individual transformation process at work when authors
alter quotations, by examining the modified words in each transformation. To keep the
analysis palatable, we focused on quotation transformations consisting in the substitution
of a word by another word (and only those cases) in order to unambiguously discuss single
word replacements. To quantify those substitutions, we decided to associate a number of
features to each word, the variation of which we can statistically study.
The next subsections describe the dataset and measures we used to assess this
cognitive bias.
In vivo utterances
We used a quotation dataset collected by Leskovec et al. (2009b), large enough to
lend itself to statistical analysis. This dataset consists of the daily crawling of news stories
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and blog posts from around a million online sources, with an approximate publication rate
of 900k texts per day, over a nine-month period of time (from August 2008 to April
2009 — Leskovec, Backstrom, & Kleinberg, 2009a).2 Quotations were then automatically
extracted from this corpus: each quotation is a more or less faithful excerpt of an utterance
(oral or written) by the quoted person. For instance,
The Bank of England said, “these operations are designed to address funding
pressures over quarter-end.”
Quotations were then gathered in a graph and connected according to their similarity:
either because they differ by very few words (in that case, no more than one word) or
because they share a certain sequence of words (in that case, at least ten consecutive
words). We find for example the following variation of the above quote:
“these operations are intended to address funding pressures over quarter-end.”
A community detection algorithm was applied to that quotation graph to detect aggregates
of tightly connected, that is sufficiently similar, groups of quotations (see Leskovec et al.,
2009b, for more details). This analysis yielded the final data we had access to, with a total
of about 70,000 sets of quotations; each of these sets allegedly contains all variations of a
same parent utterance, along with their respective publication URLs and timestamps.
Manual inspection of this dataset revealed that it contains a significant number of
everyday language quotations (such as “it was much better than I expected”, “did that just
happen”, as well as many simple expletive-based sentences). Their presence is largely due
to random variations around casual expressions, while we are interested in transformations
of news-related quotes causally linked to an original, identifiable utterance. To filter them
out, we exclude all quotes having less than 5 words long or lasting more than 80 days (as
well as quotes not written in English). If an entire cluster still lasts more than 80 days
2

Unfortunately, the original article (Leskovec et al., 2009b) does not provide additional details on the

source selection methodology.
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after this screening (because of short-lived but unrelated quotes far apart in time), we also
exclude it. We eventually keep 45,749 clusters (out of 71,568; i.e. 63.9%), containing a
total of 127,778 unique quotes (out of 310,457; i.e. 41.2%) making up about 2.43m
occurrences (out of 8.16m, i.e. 29.8%).3 Even if we lose some real event-related utterances
which are present in clusters lasting more than 80 days (such as “the city is tired of me and
the organization and I have run our course together”), we check that our approach
essentially fulfills its goals by manually coding a random subsample of 100 excluded
clusters: a solid 71% appear to be entirely irrelevant to our analysis (everyday language
rather than quotations), and all but one of the remaining clusters were of relevance to the
protocol set out below.
Word-level measures
Psycholinguistic indices. We first introduce some of the most classical
psycholinguistic measures on words.
• Word frequency: the frequency at which words appear in our dataset, known to

be relevant for both recognition and recall (Gregg, 1976),

• Age of Acquisition: the average age at which words are learned (obtained from

Kuperman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & Brysbaert, 2012), known to have different effects than
word frequency (Dewhurst, Hitch, & Barry, 1998; Morrison & Ellis, 1995),
• The average Number of Phonemes and Number of Syllables for all

pronunciations of a word (obtained from the Carnegie Mellon University Pronouncing
Dictionary, Weide, 1998)4 as a proxy to word production cost,
• The average Number of Synonyms for all meanings of a word (obtained from

WordNet, 2010) as an a priori indicator of how easy it would be to replace a word.
3

The significantly larger loss in occurrences indicates that, on average, the clusters we lose contain more

occurrences than those we keep, which is expected for everyday language utterances.
4
The CMU Pronouncing Dictionary is included in the NTLK package (Bird, Klein, & Loper, 2009), the
natural language processing toolkit we used for the analysis.
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The number of synonyms is related to a notion of the word connectivity in a semantic
network. To go a bit further in this direction, we appraise the possible role of
network-based variables which have received special attention in the recent related
literature, following the blooming interest in networks from many disciplines over the last
decade.
We relied on the “free association” (FA) norms collected by D. Nelson, McEvoy, and
Schreiber (2004) which naturally embed information on the idea association process
underlying transformation of quotations. FA norms record the words that come to mind
when someone is presented with a given cue. As D. Nelson et al. (2004) explain, “free
association response probabilities index the likelihood that one word can cue another word
to come to mind with minimal contextual constraints in effect.” Following Griffiths et al.
(2007), we first build a directed unweighted network based on association norms, where
nodes are words and edges are directed from cue to target word whenever the considered
target word was produced in response to the considered cue word. This network is of
particular interest since it measures the in-vitro forced-choice version of a substitution
whereas the data we analyze is the in-vivo spontaneous version of what we otherwise
hypothesize to be the same process.
Three standard network-based measures are to be used on the FA network:
• Degree centrality, measured by the number of cues for which a given word is

triggered as a target, and a corresponding generalized measure, node pagerank (Page, Brin,
Motwani, & Winograd, 1999), which has already been used on the FA network by Griffiths
et al. (2007). In the present case these two polysemy-related measures are quasi-perfectly
correlated.
• Betweenness centrality, another measure of node centrality describing the

extent to which a node connects otherwise remote areas of the network (Freeman, 1977).
This quantity tells us if some words behave like unavoidable waypoints on association
chains connecting one word to another.
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• Clustering coefficient, which measures the extent to which a node belongs to a

local aggregate of tightly connected nodes (Watts & Strogatz, 1998), computed on the

undirected version of the FA network.5 This tells us if a word belongs more or less to a
local aggregate of equivalent words (from a “free association” point of view).
Variable correlations. An important question arises concerning the possible
correlations between all the variables we use.
The number of phonemes and the number of syllables naturally exhibit a strong
linear correlation (.8). Our analysis showed clearer results with number of phonemes over
number of syllables, which is consistent with Nickels and Howard (2004), and we therefore
chose to only present results for the former.
Age of acquisition is a key variable which appears as a usual suspect in
psycholinguistic studies. Despite it being usually difficult to disentangle from many of the
other variables, it is known to have independent effects, which is consistent with what we
see on Fig. 1: age of acquisition has a limited correlation to the other variables (absolute
value not above .39 if we exclude the number of syllables and the network properties),
leading us to keep the variable in the rest of the analysis.
Frequency and number of synonyms both have relatively low levels of correlation to
the other variables (excluding again the network properties); we therefore also keep them
in the rest of the analysis.
Network centrality properties, on the other hand, are strongly dependent on one
another. As mentioned earlier, degree centrality and pagerank have a very strong
correlation (.85), and are also redundant with betweenness centrality (with correlation
levels at .75 and .68 respectively). Furthermore, the three variables are also strongly
related to age of acquisition, which leads us to keep the latter as the sole indicator for
centrality. This may trigger a chicken-and-egg issue where a strong centrality may be due,
5

The Clustering coefficient is formally defined as the ratio between the number of actual versus possible

edges between a node’s neighbors.
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or be the result, of an early age of acquisition; in any case, the age of acquisition seems to
partially capture centrality-based network properties.
Conversely, clustering coefficient exhibits low correlation levels with all the variables
we kept (maximum absolute value .38), leading us to include it in the rest of the analysis.
The final set of variables we consider, as well as their cross-correlations, can be seen
in Fig. 2.6
Substitution model
We finally need a substitution detection model, for the utterance data we use
presents a challenge: quote-to-quote transformations, and much less substitutions, are not
explicitly encoded in the dataset. More precisely, each set of quotations bears no explicit
information about either the authoritative original quotation, or the source quotation(s)
each author relied on when creating a new post and reproducing (and possibly altering)
that source. We thus face an inference problem where, given all quotations and their
occurrence timestamps, we should estimate which was the originating quotation for each
instance of each quotation.
We therefore model the underlying quotation selection process by making a few
additional assumptions. The main issue is deciding whether a later occurrence is a strict
copy of an earlier occurrence, or a substitution of an even earlier occurrence, or perhaps
even a substitution or copy from quotes appearing outside the dataset, that is from a
source external to the data collection perimeter.
Let us give an example: say the quotation “These accusations are false and absurd”
(q) appears in a blog on January 19, and the slightly different quotation “These
6

Note that feature values stem from different datasets which do not always encode the same words.

Indeed, we have data on frequency for about 22.6k words, on age of acquisition for 30.1k words, on number
of phonemes for 123.4k words, number of synonyms 111.2k, and clustering coefficient 5.7k words. Quite
often then, not all features are available for all words in our dataset; however this is not problematic since
the analysis is done on a per-feature basis, and not all words need be encoded in all features.
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accusations are false and incoherent” (q Õ ) appears in other blogs twice on the 20th and
once on the 21st of January. If q was sufficiently prominent when q Õ first appeared, we can
safely assume that the first author of q Õ on the 20th based himself on q as is shown in
Fig. 3a. But what about the second and third occurrences of q Õ , on the 20th and 21st?
Should we consider them to be substitutions based on q or accurate reproductions of the
previous occurrences of q Õ ? (Options shown in Fig. 3a.)
To settle this question we group quote occurrences into fixed bins spanning

t days

(1 day in the implementation), each one representing a unit of time evolution. When a
quotation q Õ appears in bin t + 1, it is counted as a substitution if it differs from the most
frequent quote q of the preceding bin t (or a substring thereof) by only one word. If not, q Õ
is not considered to be an instance of substitution. Note that these assumptions are
admittedly a subset of a much wider set of possibilities, each leading to alternative
substitution inferences.7 It is however not feasible to try them all and, for the sake of
simplicity, we decided to go with a sensible set of assumptions, and stick to them without
trying alternative options.
Put shortly, such a model defines how many times quote occurrences can be counted
as substitutions: in Fig. 3b, occurrences of q Õ on the 20th are counted as substitutions,
whereas the occurrences on the 21st are not. In practice, from the 2.43m initial occurrences
spread into 45,749 classes of quotes, with significant redundancy (many quotes are indeed
simple duplicates), we manage to mine 6,172 real substitutions obeying to this model.
From these substitutions we remove those featuring stop words, minor spelling changes
(e.g. center/centre, November/Nov, Senator/Sen), abbreviations, spelled out numbers; this
eventually yields 1,051 valid substitutions.
7

In particular, the criterion of the most frequent quote in the preceding bin may be replaced with the

most frequent quote overall, or the oldest quote; time can be sliced into fixed bins as is done here, or kept
fine-grained by using sliding bins.
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Results
We may now use this substitution model to formulate a family of psycholinguistic
hypotheses describing the role of each feature in the accuracy of the reformulation. To this
end, we build two main observables for each word feature. First, we measure the
susceptibility for words to be the target of a substitution in a quote, knowing that there has
been a variation, in order to show which semantic features are the most likely to “attract”
a substitution under this condition. Second, we measure the change in word feature upon
substitution, looking at the variation of a given feature between start and arrival words.
Note that since we only consider substitutions and not faithful copies, we measure the
features of an alteration knowing that there has been an alteration, and we do not take
invariant quotations into account. Indeed, in the former case we know there has been a
human reformulation, whereas in the latter case it is impossible to know whether there has
been perfect human reformulation or simply digital copy-pasting of a
source (“Ctrl-C/Ctrl-V”). Furthermore, perfect human reformulation possibly involves
different practices than those involved in alteration — for instance drafting before
publishing, double-checking sources, proof-reading — and may not be representative of the
cognitive processes at work during alteration. The two situations are different enough to be
studied separately, and we focus here on the latter.
Susceptibility
We say that a word is substitutable if it appears in a quote which undergoes a
substitution, whether that substitution operates on that word or on another one. Word
substitution susceptibility is computed as the ratio of the number of times sw a word is
substituted to the number of times pw that word appears in a substitutable position, that
is

sw/pw .

In other words, it measures how often a word w actually gets substituted,

compared to how often it could have been substituted (because it appears in quotes
undergoing substitution).
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Now, for a given feature „, we obtain the mean susceptibility ‡„ (f ) for the feature
value f by averaging this ratio over all words such that „(w) = f , that is:

‡„ (f ) =

K

sw
pw

L

{w|„(w)=f }

Put shortly, susceptibility focuses on the selection of start words involved in
substitutions, measuring the effect of features at the moment preceding the substitution
when it is not yet known which word in the quotation will be substituted.
Results for this measure are gathered in Fig. 4. They first show an obvious strong
effect of Word frequency: the more frequent a word, the less likely it is to attract
substitutions. Indeed, susceptibility goes from .33 for low-frequency words down to
nearly 0 for very high-frequency words. To make things clear, this value of .33 means that
low-frequency words, when present in a quote undergoing a substitution, are the ones being
substituted 33% of the time on average.
The other features — Age of acquisition, Number of phonemes, Clustering coefficient
and Number of synonyms — do not seem to exhibit any particularly significant effect on
susceptibility. If we set aside the values for low Number of phonemes, for each of these
features it is indeed possible to draw a constant line which always remains within the
respective confidence intervals. If these variables have an effect, it is by no means as strong
as it is for Word frequency. This is remarkably clear for Clustering coefficient and Age of
acquisition, where susceptibility values remain within quite small intervals (respectively
[.13 ≠ .18] and [.16 ≠ .20]). We may notice a slight effect for the lowest values of Number of
synonyms and Number of phonemes, where the mean susceptibility is almost half as high
as the average of the other values (respectively .09 vs. .16, and .11 vs. .17). Keeping in
mind the poor statistical significance of this effect, we could still wonder if the shortest
words and words with fewest synonyms are significantly less susceptible to substitution. To
further examine this phenomenon, we plotted the two-dimensional map of susceptibility
values for these two features (see heatmap at the bottom right of Fig. 4). Even if there are
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a few outlier cells, values tend to navigate around the mean value (.16) with little obvious
regularity (except for a low number of synonyms, consistent with the unidimensional
graph). On the whole, this makes it relatively hard to draw any conclusion as regards the
direction of an effect, except for the least populated value ranges (which as a result are also
less significant).
All in all, apart from Word frequency and despite some local tendencies, in general
these results do not allow us to conclude to a marked effect of the selected psycholinguistic
features on substitution susceptibility. We may therefore globally assume that substitution
targets are chosen in a more or less uniform way with respect to these features.
Variation
We can thus show how words are modified once we know they are substituted, that is
how their features are modified by said substitution. Considering a word w substituted
for wÕ , we measure how the feature of w varies when it is replaced with wÕ , that is we look
at „(wÕ ) as a function of „(w). Averaging this value over all start words such that
„(w) = f yields the mean variation for that feature value f , that is:8
‹„ (f ) = È„(wÕ )Í{wæwÕ |„(w)=f }
Of prime interest is the comparison of the value of ‹„ (f ) with respect to f , as it
shows whether there is an attraction (or a repulsion) effect towards (respectively from)
some values of each feature. In other words, plotting the y = x line, we can see if
substitutions tend to converge towards some typical value of a word feature or not — as is
classically done in the study of dynamical systems.
We also introduce a null hypothesis H0 to compare the actual variation of a word’s

feature to its expected variation, assuming the arrival word wÕ was randomly chosen from
8

To avoid possible autocorrelation effects due to substitutions belonging to the same cluster (which are

likely not statistically independent and may lead to overly optimistic confidence intervals), we first average
substitutions over each cluster, by considering the average of arrival word features for a given start word.
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the whole pool of words available in the dataset for that feature.9 In this case, since „(wÕ )
becomes a constant value in the above averaging (by definition wÕ does not depend on w
anymore), the baseline variation under H0 may be rewritten as:10
‹„0 (f ) = È„Í
This approach yields a fine-grained view of how word features evolve upon
substitution, on average, with respect to (a) the original feature (vs. y = x) and (b) a
random arrival (vs. ‹„0 ).
Results are gathered in Fig. 5. We can do a first striking observation: all graphs show
the existence of a unique intersection of ‹„ with y = x, while the slope of ‹„ is smaller than
1, independently of the feature considered. In other words, beyond individual variation
patterns, the substitution process is contractile for all the features, and each of them
therefore exhibits a unique attractor. Second, the comparison with ‹„0 shows that there are
two classes of attractors, depending on whether:
1. there is a triple intersection (of y = x, ‹„0 and ‹„ );
2. or ‹„ always remains above or below ‹„0 .
The first class (Number of phonemes and Number of synonyms) are features for which the
substitution process only brings words slightly closer to ‹„0 , and no uniform bias can be
observed.
On the other hand, the second class (comprising Word frequency, Age of acquisition,
and Clustering coefficient) are features for which the substitution process has a clear bias,
positive or negative, with respect to the purely random situation (H0 ).
9

For instance, when considering the feature “Clustering coefficient”, the arrival word is randomly chosen

among words present in the dataset of FA norms.
10
We additionally considered an alternative null hypothesis, denoted H00 , where the arrival word is
randomly chosen among immediate synonyms of the start word, that is an arrival word chosen among se-

Õ
mantically plausible though still random words. In this case w00
does depend on w. Our conclusions hold

under this second null hypothesis, so for the sake of clarity we chose to keep the simpler H0 .
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Word frequency, with ‹„ always significantly above ‹„0 , exhibits a strong bias towards
more frequent words. This, in turn, is consistent with the hypothesis that substitution is a
recall process, since common words are favored over awkward ones, while it goes against
the idea that it could be a familiarity process, where awkward terms would be favored.
Age of acquisition and Clustering coefficient, on the other hand, exhibit a clear
negative bias for the substitution process. Both curves are significantly below their
respective ‹„0 values, which is consistent with the literature on recall: words learned earlier
and words with lower clustering coefficient are easier to produce than average (D. L. Nelson
et al., 2013; Zevin & Seidenberg, 2002). Clustering coefficient has the additional
particularity that, on average, the destination word does not depend on the start word;
that is on average, substitutions will always produce words with a clustering coefficient
around exp(≠2.4) ƒ .1.

To make things concrete, here is an example substitution taking place in the dataset.

At the end of January 2009, many media websites reported the following quote,
“The massive economic upheaval being experienced across the globe is sparing
no one in the consumer electronics world.”
and a smaller number of media websites, and blogs, reported the following,
“The massive economic upheaval being experienced across the world is sparing
no one in the consumer electronics world.”
The word globe is acquired at an average of 6.5 years old, appears about 3.5k times in the
dataset, and has a Clustering coefficient of .24. The word it was replaced with, world, is
acquired on average at 5.3 years old, appears about 146k times in the dataset, and has a
Clustering coefficient of .05. (Both words have four phonemes.) Such a change, though
minor in appearance, is a typical example of alteration along the lines shown by our results.
We thus observe a clear convergence pattern for each feature, with two different
classes corresponding to the psychological relevance of each feature for the substitution
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process. Taken as a dynamical system where substitutions are repeatedly applied, Number
of phonemes and Number of synonyms will simply converge towards their average value in
the FA corpus (i.e. ‹„0 ), while Word frequency, Age of acquisition and Clustering
coefficient, consistent with the literature, will converge towards significantly biased values
indicated by the intersection with y = x (respectively, a frequency of exp(9.1) ƒ 9000, an
acquisition age slightly below 8, and a Clustering coefficient of .1).
Concluding remarks
We aimed to contribute to the empirical understanding of representation
transformation processes by studying a simple task where individuals are implicitly trying
to reproduce textual content. To some extent, our work amounts to a large in vivo
experiment where we appraise the impact of classically-influent psycholinguistic variables
in the accuracy of the reproduction. In more detail, we describe the joint properties of the
substituted and substituting terms in the reformulation by individuals of a specific type of
utterances (quotations).
For each of the selected psycholinguistic variables, we demonstrate the existence of
attractor values in the underlying variable spaces. More precisely, beyond the
interpretation of our results for each variable, we notice that all variables remarkably
exhibit a single attractor and are generally contractile — as such, even though the
observed convergence patterns only partially explain quotation evolution, we shed light on
a class of phenomena which are susceptible to constitute a key element of a broader
empirically-grounded, attractor-based theory of cultural evolution.
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Figure 1 . Spearman correlations in the initial set of features
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Figure 2 . Spearman correlations in the filtered set of features
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Quote occurrences

q
?

qÕ

t
Jan 19

Jan 20

Jan 21

(a) Possible paths from occurrence to occurrence

q
qÕ

1 day

1 day

1 day

t

(b) Binned quotation family with majority rule

Figure 3 . Temporal binning of quotation families. q and q Õ are two versions of a
quotation belonging to the same cluster. In the bottom panel (b), q Õ holds the majority in
the 3rd bin and is considered the unique basis for the last occurrence of q (in the 4th bin).
This is despite the fact that q also appears in bin 3 alongside q Õ , and despite it having
appeared earlier at the very beginning of the quotation family (indeed in the situation
shown in Fig. 3b, this seems to be the most likely scenario). Conversely, if q had been the
most frequent quote in bin 3, the last occurrence of q in bin 4 would have been considered
a faithful copy of the occurrence of q in bin 3.
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Figure 4 . Substitution susceptibility: average susceptibility to substitution versus
average feature value of a candidate word for substitution, with 95% asymptotic confidence
intervals. The heatmap on the lower-right shows the joint effect of Number of synonyms
and Number of phonemes on susceptibility, averaged over the respective single-variable
ranges, with sample size (word numbers) in parentheses.
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Figure 5 . Feature variation upon substitution: ‹„ , average feature value of the
appearing word as a function of the feature value of the disappearing word in a
substitution, with 95% asymptotic confidence intervals. The overall position of the curve
with respect to the dashed line representing H0 (constant ‹„0 ) indicates the direction of the
cognitive bias. The intersection with y = x marks the attractor value.

SQm` mM2 ûim/2 /m +QMi2ti2 /ǶBMi2`T`ûiiBQM
aû#biB2M G2`B[m2

AMi`Q/m+iBQM
G KûKûiB[m2  +QMMm mM `2MQmp2m `û+2Mi m i`p2`b /m T`Q;`KK2 /ǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2M@
iiBQMb T`QTQbû T` .M aT2`#2` /Mb H2 +Qm`Mi /2b MMû2b [mi`2@pBM;i@/Bt UaT2`#2`- RNNeVX aB bQM
K#BiBQM BMBiBH2  ûiû `2HiBp2K2Mi /ûHBbbû2- b2b T`BM+BT2b `2bi2Mi miBHBbûb mDQm`/Ƕ?mB /Mb HǶûim/2 /2b
KĕK2b BMi2`M2i bm` H2b `ûb2mt bQ+Bmt MmKû`B[m2b 2i /Mb H2 +Qm`Mi /2 `2+?2`+?2 ûTB/ûKBQHQ;B[m2
BMBiBû T` aT2`#2`X
*2b /2mt +?KTb T`iB+BT2Mi ¨ mM /û#i +iB7 U#B2M [m2 T`7QBb T2m 2tTHB+Bi2V ¨ T`QTQb /2b TT`Q+?2b
T2`K2iiMi /2 HB2` H2b b+B2M+2b ?mKBM2b 2i H Tbv+?QHQ;B2 m b2Mb H`;2- 2i 2M T`iB+mHB2` H2b b+B2M+2b
+Q;MBiBp2bX G TQbBiBQM [mǶ2HH2b QMi bm` +2ii2 [m2biBQM 2bi +HB`2K2Mi ``āiû2 2i T`i;û2 #B2M m@/2H¨ /2
H2m`b +QKKmMmiûb `2bT2+iBp2bX C2 pQm/`Bb KQMi`2` 2M [mQB +2ii2 /Bb+mbbBQM- 2i H TQbBiBQM TQ`iû2 T`
H KûKûiB[m2- bQMi T2`iBM2Mi2b m KQK2Mi /Ƕ2MpBb;2` mM2 miBHBbiBQM /2 +2ii2 i?ûQ`B2 2M HBM;mBbiB[m2X
C2 +QKK2M+2 T` `TT2H2` H2b T`BM+BT2b /2 HǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb- [mB bǶ2bi +QMbiBimû2
+QKK2 mM2 +`BiB[m2 /2 H KûKûiB[m2 2i +QMMŗi +im2HH2K2Mi mM bm++ĕb `û2HX SmBb DǶ2tKBM2 2M /ûiBH
H 7ÏQM /QMi hBK AM;QH/- T`BM+BTH +`BiB[m2 2tTHB+Bi2 /2 +2ii2 TT`Q+?2 mDQm`/Ƕ?mB- /Bb+mi2 +2b /2mt
i?ûQ`B2b /2TmBb HǶMi?`QTQHQ;B2 bQ+BH2X
C2 i2Mi2 2MbmBi2 /2 KQMi`2` +QKK2Mi +2ii2 /Bb+mbbBQM TT`ŗi +QM+`ĕi2K2Mi /Mb mM2 ûim/2 /2 +b
BMbTB`û2 /2 HǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb- 2i +QKK2Mi H2b [m2biBQMb /2 7QM/ /m /û#i bQMi T2`iB@
M2Mi2b TQm` U2i +QMMm2b /2V H HBM;mBbiB[m2 m KQK2Mi /2 bǶBMbTB`2` /2 H KûKûiB[m2X
C2 +QM+Hmb 2M /û72M/Mi mM2 miBHBbiBQM +`BiB[m2 /2 +2ii2 i?ûQ`B2- +Ƕ2bi@¨@/B`2 2M 2tTHB+BiMi [m2 H2b
bBimiBQMb [mǶ2HH2 T2mi i`Bi2` M2 T2mp2Mi [m2 /B{+BH2K2Mi BKTHB[m2` H bûKMiB[m2- 2i 2M iiB`Mi
HǶii2MiBQM bm` H2b /ûp2HQTT2K2Mib `û+2Mib /2b b+B2M+2b +Q;MBiBp2b ûM+iBp2b [mB TQm``B2Mi T2`K2ii`2
/2 /ûTbb2` +2b HBKBi2b /2 7QM/X

R G2b T`BM+BT2b /2 H KûKûiB[m2
RXR GǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb
.Mb H2 KBHB2m /2b MMû2b RNNy .M aT2`#2` T`QTQb2 mM2 MQmp2HH2 bvMi?ĕb2 2Mi`2 b+B2M+2b bQ+BH2b 2i
Tbv+?QHQ;B2- BMbTB`û2 T` H2b /ûp2HQTT2K2Mib +QMi2KTQ`BMb /2b b+B2M+2b +Q;MBiBp2b UaT2`#2`- RNNeVX a
i?ûQ`B2- HǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb- `2+QMMŗi HǶMHQ;B2 /2 T`BM+BT2 2Mi`2 ûpQHmiBQM #BQHQ;B[m2
2i ûpQHmiBQM +mHim`2HH2- 2i +QMÏQBi û;H2K2Mi H +mHim`2 +QKK2 mM 2Mb2K#H2 /ǶiQK2b /2 +mHim`2 [mǶBH
TT2HH2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQMbX JBb ¨ HǶQTTQbû /2 H KûKûiB[m2- H2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb bm#Bbb2Mi /2b KmiiBQMb
/2 7ÏQM [mbB bvbiûKiB[m2 HQ`b /2 H2m` Tbb;2 T` H2b TT`2BHb +Q;MBiB7b bm++2bbB7b /2b BM/BpB/mb [mB
*2Mi`2 /ǶMHvb2 2i /2 Ji?ûKiB[m2 aQ+BH2b UlJ_ 388d- 1>1aa- S`BbV- 2i *2Mi`2 J`+ "HQ+? U"2`HBMVX JûH ,
b2#biB2MXH2`B[m2!MQ`KH2bmTXQ`;X

R

H2b T2`ÏQBp2Mi 2i H2b T`Q/mBb2Mi /2 MQmp2mX 1M 2z2i mM2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQM T2mi āi`2 K2MiH2 Ĝ HQ`b[mǶ2HH2
2tBbi2 /Mb HǶ2bT`Bi /2 [m2H[mǶmM Ĝ Qm Tm#HB[m2 Ĝ HQ`b[m2 +2ii2 T2`bQMM2 H T`Q/mBi bQmb mM2 7Q`K2
T?vbB[m2K2Mi T2`+2TiB#H2 T` /Ƕmi`2b BM/BpB/mbX S` 2t2KTH2 , DǶB mM2 KûHQ/B2 2M iāi2 U`2T`ûb2MiiBQM
K2MiH2V- [m2 D2 bB|2 U`2T`ûb2MiiBQM Tm#HB[m2V c mM2 mi`2 T2`bQMM2 H T2`ÏQBi 2i 2M 7Bi b T`QT`2
`2T`ûb2MiiBQM K2MiH2X G MQmp2HH2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQM K2MiH2 /Mb HǶ2bT`Bi /2 +2ii2 T2`bQMM2 2bi /Mb H
THmT`i /2b +b b2MbB#H2K2Mi /Bzû`2Mi2 /2 H KB2MM2 UaT2`#2`- RNNe , k8@keVX
G MQiBQM /2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQM K2MiH2 [m2 aT2`#2` miBHBb2 2bi +2HH2 /2b b+B2M+2b +Q;MBiBp2b +HbbB[m2b+2 [mB HmB T2`K2i /2 #b2` b i?ûQ`B2 bm` +2 +Qm`Mi , H 7ÏQM /QMi +?[m2 BM/BpB/m T2`ÏQBi mM2
`2T`ûb2MiiBQM /ûT2M/ /2b KQ/mH2b +Q;MBiB7b U+2mt BMi`Q/mBib T` 6Q/Q`- RN3jV KBb 2M D2mX 1M 2z2i
+?[m2 ivT2 /2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQM +Q``2bTQM/ ¨ mM +2`iBM MQK#`2 /2 KQ/mH2b +?2x HǶBM/BpB/m [mB H T2`ÏQBi+2 [mB /û}MBi H T`iB2 /m bvbiĕK2 +Q;MBiB7 miBHBbû2 TQm` H T2`+2TiBQMX *2b KQ/mH2b QMi ûpQHmû T`
bûH2+iBQM Mim`2HH2 BH v  THmbB2m`b +2MiBM2b /2 KBHHB2`b /ǶMMû2b 2i bQMi /QM+ /Tiûb ¨ HǶ2MpB`QMM2K2Mi
TQm` H2[m2H BHb QMi ûpQHmû- ¨ bpQB` +2HmB /2 +?bb2m`b@+m2BHH2m`b /2 +2ii2 ûTQ[m2X G2 /û+H;2 2Mi`2 H2b
i+?2b TQm` H2b[m2HH2b H2b KQ/mH2b QMi ûpQHmûb 2i +2HH2b TQm` H2b[m2Hb BHb bQMi miBHBbûb mDQm`/Ƕ?mB 2bi
H T`BM+BTH2 bQm`+2 /2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb m +Qm`b /2 H2m` /BzmbBQM UaT2`#2`- RNNe ,
Rj3@RjNVX
aT2`#2` +QK#BM2 /QM+ HǶB/û2 /ǶmM2 KQ/mH`Biû /2 HǶ2bT`Bi Ĝ 7Bi /2 KQ/mH2b ûpQHmûb /Mb mM 2MpB@
`QMM2K2Mi #B2M /Bzû`2Mi /2 +2HmB /ǶmDQm`/Ƕ?mB Ĝ ¨ H /2b+`BTiBQM /2 H +mHim`2 ¨ T`iB` /2 T`iB2b
ûHûK2MiB`2b Ĝ H2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb Ĝ T2`Ïm2b- i`Mb7Q`Kû2b- 2i `2T`Q/mBi2b /2 7ÏQM +QMiBMm2X am` +2ii2
#b2- aT2`#2` 7Bi HǶ?vTQi?ĕb2 [m2 HǶ++mKmHiBQM /2b i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb QTû`û2b T` H2b KQ/mH2b +Q;MB@
iB7b 7Bi +QMp2`;2` /2b bQmb@2Mb2K#H2b /2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb /ǶmM2 bQ+Bûiû p2`b /2b ii`+i2m`b +mHim`2HbX
GǶûim/2 /2 HǶ2tBbi2M+2 /2 +2b ii`+i2m`b BMbB [m2 H2m` +`+iû`BbiBQM T2`K2i HQ`b /2 `2M/`2 +QKTi2
/2 HǶûpQHmiBQM Qm /m KBMiB2M /ǶmM2 +mHim`2 UH2 KBMiB2M bǶQTû`Mi HQ`b[m2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb QMi
+QMp2`;û p2`b /2b 7Q`K2b bi#H2b ¨ 7Q`+2 /2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb bm++2bbBp2bV c +Ƕ2bi mM2 /2b [m2biBQMb +2M@
i`H2b /2 HǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb UaT2`#2`- RNNe , Rye c JBiQM 2i HX- kyR8V X
*QKK2 iQmi T`BM+BT2 i?ûQ`B[m2- +2ii2 T`QTQbBiBQM T2`K2i /2 `2M/`2 /2b T?ûMQKĕM2b THmb BMi2HHB;B#H2b
m T`Bt /2 +2`iBM2b bBKTHB}+iBQMbX *2 bQMi +2`iBM2b /2 +2b bBKTHB}+iBQMb- T`ûb2Mi2b û;H2K2Mi /Mb
H KûKûiB[m2 UKāK2 `û/mBi2 mt KĕK2b BMi2`M2iV- [m2 D2 pQm/`Bb B+B /Bb+mi2`X

RXk .2b 7QM/2K2Mib /Bb+miûb
.Mb mM2 bû`B2 /Ƕ`iB+H2b Tm#HBûb ¨ T`iB` /2 H }M /2b MMû2b RNNy UAM;QH/- RNNd- RNNN- kyy9- kyydVhBK AM;QH/ B/2MiB}2 H2b 7QM/K2Mimt [mB bQmb@i2M/2Mi H2b KQ/ĕH2b KûKûiB[m2 2i ûTB/ûKBQHQ;B[m2 /2
H bQ+Bûiû 2i /ûp2HQTT2 mM2 +`BiB[m2 2t?mbiBp2 [mB û+HB`2 miBH2K2Mi H2b HBKBi2b /2 7QM/ /2 +2ii2 7KBHH2
/ǶTT`Q+?2bX GǶHi2`MiBp2 [mǶBH T`QTQb2 bǶTTmB2 bm` H2 +?M;2K2Mi /2 T`/B;K2 BMBiBû m iQm`MMi
/m bBĕ+H2 2M b+B2M+2b +Q;MBiBp2b 2i [mB- 2M T2`K2iiMi mM2 THmb T`Q7QM/2 BMiû;`iBQM 2Mi`2 H2b b+B2M+2b
+Q;MBiBp2b 2i H2b b+B2M+2b bQ+BH2b- HBbb2 2Mi`2pQB` H `ûbQHmiBQM /2 +2`iBM2b /2b /B+?QiQKB2b [mB /BpBb2Mi
+2b /2mt TT`Q+?2b /2 HǶ?mKBMX
C2 pQm/`Bb B+B `TTQ`i2` H2b TQBMib T`BM+BTmt /2 +2ii2 /Bb+mbbBQM 2i KQMi`2` b bBKBH`Biû p2+ /2b
T`Q#HûKiB[m2b #B2M +QMMm2b /2 H HBM;mBbiB[m2X GǶQ#D2+iB7 2bi /QM+ /ǶB/2MiB}2` 2i /2 TH+2` H2b TQbBiBQMb
2i H2b /B+?QiQKB2b /QMi QM ?û`Bi2 HQ`b[mǶQM miBHBb2 mM2 TT`Q+?2 /m ivT2 KûKûiB[m2X *QKK2MÏQMb T`
/ûiBHH2` H /Bb+mbbBQM 2HH2@KāK2X
RXkXR G i?ĕb2 /2 H +QKTHûK2Mi`Biû
.ǶT`ĕb AM;QH/- TQm` /û+`B`2 HǶ2Mb2K#H2 /2 HǶTT`Q+?2 KûKûiB[m2 BH 7mi pQB` [m2 +2ii2 +QK#BMBbQM
2Mi`2 b+B2M+2b +Q;MBiBp2b +HbbB[m2b 2i +QM+2TiBQM /2 H +mHim`2 +QKK2 bb2K#H;2 /2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb-

k

i2HH2 [m2 H T`QTQb2 aT2`#2`-R 2bi #bû2 bm` H bvMi?ĕb2 MûQ@.`rBMB2MM2 /2 HǶûpQHmiBQM , +2HH2@+B 7Qm`MBi
H2 bm#bi`i bm` H2[m2H H +QK#BMBbQM /2b /2mt /Bb+BTHBM2b T`û+û/2Mi2b 2bi T2Mbû2X
*2ii2 bvMi?ĕb2 2Mi2M/ 2tTHB[m2` HǶûpQHmiBQM 2M +QMbB/û`Mi H2b ;ĕM2b +QKK2 mMB[m2 HB2m /m +?M;2K2Mi
#BQHQ;B[m2 , /Mb +2ii2 TT`Q+?2 mM 2Mb2K#H2 /2 ;ĕM2b T2`K2i H bTû+B}+iBQM /B`2+i2 /ǶmM Q`;MBbK22i HǶQ#D2+iB7 ;ûMû`H 2bi /2 /û+`B`2 HǶûpQHmiBQM /2 +2ii2 bTû+B}+iBQM m +Qm`b /m i2KTbX G2 +Q/2 ;ûMûiB[m2
2bi /QM+ H2 T`BM+BTH Q#D2i /Ƕûim/2 T2`iBM2Mi , H2b Q`;MBbK2b BM/BpB/m2Hb b2 /ûp2HQTT2Mi bmBpMi H2m`
bTû+B}+iBQM ;ûMûiB[m2 2i- #B2M [m2 +2 T`Q+2bbmb b2 7bb2 2M BMi2`+iBQM p2+ HǶ2MpB`QMM2K2Mi- H2b
p`BiBQMb /2 /ûp2HQTT2K2Mi [mB T2mp2Mi TT`ŗi`2 bQMi +B`+QMb+`Bi2b ¨ H pB2 /2b Q`;MBbK2b 2M
[m2biBQM c 2HH2b MǶBKT+i2Mi Tb HǶûpQHmiBQM /2 HǶ2bTĕ+2 2HH2@KāK2 m@/2H¨ /2 H p`BiBQM /m MQK#`2 /2
/2b+2M/Mib [mǶBHb T2mp2Mi pQB`- [mMiBiû [mB 2bi 2MbmBi2 KQv2MMû2 bm` iQmb H2b BM/BpB/mb U6Bb?2` M/
"2MM2ii- RNNNVX BMbB- +QMMŗi`2 HǶûpQHmiBQM /2 H bTû+B}+iBQM ;ûMûiB[m2 `2pB2Mi ¨ /û+`B`2 HǶ2bb2MiB2H
/2 HǶûpQHmiBQMXk *Ƕ2bi /Mb +2 T`Q+2bbmb [m2 T`2M/ TH+2 HǶûpQHmiBQM /2b KQ/mH2b +Q;MBiB7b /2b b+B2M+2b
+Q;MBiBp2b c 2i +Ƕ2bi bm` H #b2 /2 +2ii2 i?ûQ`B2 [m2 HǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb T2mi T`QTQb2`
mM2 ûpQHmiBQM +mHim`2HH2 T`HHĕH2 ¨ HǶûpQHmiBQM #BQHQ;B[m2X
G bvMi?ĕb2 MûQ@.`rBMB2MM2 7Q`K2 /QM+- 2M bbQ+BiBQM p2+ H2b b+B2M+2b +Q;MBiBp2b +HbbB[m2b 2i H
i?ûQ`B2 /2 H +mHim`2 +QKK2 bb2K#H;2 /2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb- mM2 T`QTQbBiBQM i?ûQ`B[m2 +Q?û`2Mi2 TQm`
`2M/`2 +QKTi2 /m pBpMi mt i`QBb û+?2HH2b T`BM+BTH2b , #BQHQ;B[m2- +Q;MBiB7- 2i +mHim`2H UQm bQ+BHVX
AM;QH/ TT2HH2 +2ii2 bbQ+BiBQM H Ŀ i?ĕb2 /2 H +QKTHûK2Mi`Biû ŀ 2M `û7û`2M+2 ¨ H 7ÏQM /QMi H2
+Q`Tb- HǶ2bT`Bi- 2i H +mHim`2 v bQMi +QKTHûK2MiB`2b HǶmM /2 HǶmi`2- +?+mM bǶ``āiMi H¨ Qɍ H2 bmBpMi
+QKK2M+2 UAM;QH/- RNNNVX AH /û+`Bi HQ`b +QKK2Mi +?+mM2 /2 +2b i`QBb /Bb+BTHBM2b 7QM+iBQMM2 bm` mM2
bûT`iBQM 2Mi`2 7QM/ 2i 7Q`K2 Ĝ Qm bTû+B}+iBQM 2i `ûHBbiBQM Ĝ [mB  ûiû T2`/m2 /2 pm2- 2i  /2 +2
7Bi ûiû #mbû2X
RXkXk LBp2m #BQHQ;B[m2
m MBp2m #BQHQ;B[m2- bB H2b ;ĕM2b bQMi mM2 T`iB2 BM/BbT2Mb#H2 /m T`Q+2bbmb /2 bvMi?ĕb2 /2b T`QiûBM2b+Ƕ2bi T`û+BbûK2Mi T`+2 [m2 H K+?BM2`B2 +2HHmHB`2 /QMi BHb 7QMi T`iB2 7QM+iBQMM2 /2 +2ii2 7ÏQM , m
HB2m /2 +QMbB/û`2` [m2 H +2HHmH2 bBi HB`2 HǶBM7Q`KiBQM +Q/û2 T` H2b ;ĕM2b TQm` bvMi?ûiBb2` /2b T`QiûBM2bBH 2bi THmb +Q``2+i /2 +QMbB/û`2` [m2 +Ƕ2bi H 7ÏQM /QMi iQmb H2b ûHûK2Mib /ǶmM2 +2HHmH2 BMi2`;Bbb2Mi [mB
/QMM2 mt ;ĕM2b H2 `ƬH2 [mǶBHb QMi /Mb H bvMi?ĕb2 /2b T`QiûBM2b- `ƬH2 [mB 2bi HQBM /Ƕāi`2 +2HmB /ǶmM2
bTû+B}+iBQM mMBpQ[m2 UAM;QH/- RNNNVX
"B2M THmb [mǶmM2 [m2biBQM /2 7Q`KmHiBQM- +2ii2 +`BiB[m2 2bi m 7QM/2K2Mi /2 H #BQHQ;B2 ûpQHmiBp2
/m /ûp2HQTT2K2Mi- Qm Ŀ ûpQ@/ûpQ ŀ- [mB KQMi`2 +QKK2Mi /2b T`Q+2bbmb /ûp2HQTT2K2Mimt /Bzû`2Mib
T2mp2Mi T`Q/mB`2 /2b Q`;MBbK2b /Bzû`2Mib ¨ T`iB` /2b KāK2b ;ĕM2b Uq2bi@1#2`?`/- kyyjV , bB H
K+?BM2`B2 +2HHmHB`2 Qm HǶ2MpB`QMM2K2Mi /Mb H2[m2H b2 /ûp2HQTT2 HǶQ`;MBbK2 +?M;2Mi- HǶQ`;MBbK2
[mB b2 /ûp2HQTT2 MǶ2bi THmb H2 KāK2 UTQm` THmb /2 /ûiBHb bm` +2b T?ûMQKĕM2b- QM T2mi bǶBMiû`2bb2`
T` 2t2KTH2 ¨ HǶûpQHmiBQM /2b BH2b /2b QBb2mt c S`mK M/ "`mb?- kyR9VX G2b ;ĕM2b M2 bQMi /QM+
Tb mM2 BM7Q`KiBQM 2M bQB- KBb mM2 +QKTQbMi2 miBHBbû2 /ǶmM2 +2`iBM2 7ÏQM /Mb mM T`Q+2bbmb /2
/ûp2HQTT2K2Mi- /QM+ ¨ H[m2HH2 mM b2Mb 2bi ii`B#mû T` HǶBMi2`Kû/BB`2 /2 b2b BMi2`+iBQMbX SHmiƬi
[mǶmM2 bTû+B}+iBQM [mB b2 `ûHBb2 /Mb mM 2MpB`QMM2K2Mi ¨ /2b ~m+imiBQMb T`ĕb- QM 2bi 7+2 ¨ mM
T`Q+2bbmb /2 /ûp2HQTT2K2Mi 7Bi /ǶBMi2`+iBQMb 2Mi`2 /2 MQK#`2mb2b T`iB2b [mǶBH 7mi +QMbB/û`2` /Mb
bQM 2Mb2K#H2 UAM;QH/- RNNNVX
AH MǶ2bi Tb [m2biBQM /ǶmM +m`b2m` [mǶQM /ûTH+2 2Mi`2 BMMû 2i +[mBb- MB KāK2 /ǶmM2 MmM+2 +QMbBbiMi
¨ /B`2 [m2 HǶBMMû bǶBMbiM+B2 p2+ /2b p`BiBQMb BM/BpB/m2HH2b /m2b ¨ HǶ2MpB`QMM2K2MiX AH bǶ;Bi #B2M /2
/B`2 [m2 H2b MQiBQMb /ǶBMMû 2i /Ƕ+[mBb bQMi mM KQ/ĕH2 [mB /û7Q`K2 H `ûHBiû , +2 [mB b2`Bi HǶBMMû MǶ /2
R .Mb H2b i2`K2b /ǶAM;QH/- Ŀ mM +Q`Tmb /2 +QMMBbbM+2b Qm /ǶBM7Q`KiBQM [mB T2mi āi`2 i`MbKBb ¨ i`p2`b H2b
;ûMû`iBQMb BM/ûT2M/KK2Mi /2b bBimiBQMb /ǶTTHB+iBQM +QM+`ĕi2b /Mb H2 KQM/2 ŀ UAM;QH/- RNNNVX
k *2ii2 /2b+`BTiBQM T`ŗi bQmp2Mi ûpB/2Mi2- +` +Ƕ2bi +2 T`/B;K2 [mB /QKBM2 mDQm`/Ƕ?mB MQi`2 b2Mb +QKKmM /2
HǶûpQHmiBQMX LQmb p2``QMb /Mb H bmBi2 [mǶBH bǶ;Bi /ǶmM2 bBKTHB}+iBQM #mbBp2 /2 H `ûHBiû- [mB MǶ2bi THmb /m iQmi
+QMb2Mbm2HH2 /Mb H #BQHQ;B2 +QMi2KTQ`BM2X
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`ƬH2 2i /2 b2Mb [m2 /Mb H K2bm`2 Qɍ HǶQ`;MBbK2 2i HǶ2MpB`QMM2K2Mi HǶmiBHBb2Mi /2 +2ii2 7ÏQM- 2i MǶ
/QM+ Tb mM biimi /Bzû`2Mi /m `2bi2 /2 HǶQ`;MBbK2X LQiKK2Mi- b /2b+`BTiBQM M2 bm{i Tb ¨ `2M/`2
+QKTi2 /2 HǶûpQHmiBQMX *2 [mB b2`Bi HǶ+[mBb 2bi H 7ÏQM /QMi HǶQ`;MBbK2 b2 /ûp2HQTT2- 2i BH MǶv Tb /2
b2Mb ¨ H2 +QKT`2` ¨ mM2 ?vTQi?ûiB[m2 `û7û`2M+2 U[mB b2`Bi H 7ÏQM biM/`/ /2 b2 /ûp2HQTT2` ¨ T`iB`
/2 HǶBMMûV- TmBb[m2 +Ƕ2bi +2 KāK2 T`Q+2bbmb /2 /ûp2HQTT2K2Mi [mB /û}MBi H H2+im`2 2i HǶmiBHBbiBQM /2
HǶBMMûX
RXkXj LBp2m +Q;MBiB7
PM `2i`Qmp2 +2 T`BM+BT2 /2 bûT`iBQM 2Mi`2 bTû+B}+iBQM 2i `ûHBbiBQM 2M b+B2M+2b +Q;MBiBp2b +HbbB[m2b
2i 2M Tbv+?QHQ;B2 ûpQHmiBQMMBbi2- T`iB+mHBĕ`2K2Mi pBbB#H2 /Mb H2 /û#i miQm` /m MBp2m /2 KQ/mH`Biû
/2 HǶ2bT`BiX .ǶT`ĕb +2b TT`Q+?2b- H2b KQ/mH2b +Q;MBiB7b /û}MBbb2Mi HǶ`+?Bi2+im`2 /ǶmM 2bT`Bi pB2`;2
/Ƕû/m+iBQM 2i /Ƕ2tTû`B2M+2b- 2i bQMi H2 bm#bi`i bm` H2[m2H T`2M/ TH+2 HǶTT`2MiBbb;2 /2 +T+Biûb
i2HH2b [m2 H K`+?2 Qm H2 HM;;2X AHb bQMi H2 7`mBi /2 HǶûpQHmiBQM /2 HǶ2bTĕ+2 ?mKBM2- 2i bQMi /QM+
i`MbKBb /2 7ÏQM ?û`û/BiB`2 /Mb H2 Kiû`B2H ;ûMûiB[m2 /2 HǶ2bTĕ+2X LQb ;ĕM2b 2M+Q/2Mi /QM+ /2b
BMbiBM+ib /ǶTT`2MiBbb;2 [mB ;Bbb2Mi HQ`b /m /ûp2HQTT2K2Mi U*QbKB/2b M/ hQQ#v- RNNdV TQm` `2M/`2
Mim`2H HǶTT`2MiBbb;2 /ǶmM2 +T+Biû UH MQiBQM /ǶBMbiBM+i /ǶTT`2MiBbb;2- THmiƬi [mǶmM2 BMMûBiû /B@
`2+i2 /2b +T+Biûb- T2`K2i /Ƕ++QKKQ/2` 2M T`iB2 H /Bp2`bBiû /2b 7ÏQMb /QMi +?[m2 BM/BpB/m b2
/ûp2HQTT2VX
*2ii2 pBbBQM- 2tTHB[m2 AM;QH/- TQbimH2 mM2 bûT`iBQM 2Mi`2 bTû+B}+iBQM 2i `ûHBbiBQM MHQ;m2 ¨ +2HH2
/m MBp2m #BQHQ;B[m2- 2i bǶv DQmi2 UAM;QH/- RNNdV , QM i`Qmp2 /ǶmM +Ƭiû H2b BMbiBM+ib /ǶTT`2MiBbb;2+Ƕ2bi@¨@/B`2 H bTû+B}+iBQM BM/ûT2M/Mi2 /m +QMi2ti2 U[mB b2K#H2 āi`2 2HH2@KāK2 iB`û2 /B`2+i2K2Mi /2
H bTû+B}+iBQM ;ûMûiB[m2- bMb 2z2i /2 +QMi2ti2V- 2i /2 HǶmi`2 H2 T`Q+2bbmb /ǶTT`2MiBbb;2 +mHim`2H+Ƕ2bi@¨@/B`2 H `ûHBbiBQM p`B#H2 /Mb mM +QMi2ti2 T`iB+mHB2`X S` 2t2KTH2 /Mb H2 +b /m HM;;2 ,
H2 /BbTQbBiB7 /Ƕ+[mBbBiBQM /m HM;;2 2M+Q/û 2M iMi [m2 KQ/mH2 /Mb H2 Kiû`B2H ;ûMûiB[m2 b2`Bi KBb
2M TH+2 2i T`āi ¨ TT`2M/`2 /ĕb H MBbbM+2- 2i ;`+2 ¨ HmB H2 #û#û TT`2M/`Bi H HM;m2 /2 bQM
2MpB`QMM2K2Mi U*QbKB/2b M/ hQQ#v- RNNdVX
*QKK2 m MBp2m #BQHQ;B[m2- H +`BiB[m2 /ǶAM;QH/ M2 TQ`i2 Tb bm` HǶ2tBbi2M+2 /ǶmM `ƬH2 ;ûMûiB[m2
/Mb H2 /ûp2HQTT2K2Mi- KBb bm` HǶ2t+HmbBpBiû /2 +2 `ƬH2X AH 2bi iQmi ¨ 7Bi 2Mi2M/m [mǶmM +?i- i2H
[m2 MQmb +QMMBbbQMb bQM 2bTĕ+2 mDQm`/Ƕ?mB- M2 TQm`` Tb TT`2M/`2 ¨ T`H2` +QKK2 mM ?mKBM
m +Qm`b /2 b pB2X JBb +2H M2 p2mi Tb /B`2 TQm` miMi [m2 H2b ?mKBMb TQ`i2Mi 2M 2mt H2b ;ĕM2b
/ǶmM /BbTQbBiB7 /Ƕ+[mBbBiBQM /m HM;;2 [mB `2M/`Bi +QKTi2 /2 HǶ2Mb2K#H2 /2b +T+Biûb HM;;Bĕ`2b
/2 HǶ?mKBMX G b2mH2 +QM+HmbBQM [mǶQM T2mi 2M iB`2` 2bi [m2 H2 T`Q+2bbmb /2 /ûp2HQTT2K2Mi /Mb b
iQiHBiû U;ĕM2b- +2HHmH2b- Q`;MBbK2- 2MpB`QMM2K2Mi 2i BMi2`+iBQMb HM;;B2`bV T2`K2i H2 /ûp2HQTT2K2Mi
/m HM;;2- +2HmB@+B MǶvMi Tb Mû+2bbB`2K2Mi /Ƕ2tBbi2M+2 QMiQHQ;B[m2K2Mi bûT`û2 /2b `ûHBbiBQMb
+QM+`ĕi2b UAM;QH/- RNNNVXj
RXkX9 LBp2m +mHim`2H
1M}M- H KāK2 /B+?QiQKB2 2bi T`ûb2Mi2 /Mb H pBbBQM /2 H +mHim`2 /û72M/m2 T` H KûKûiB[m2 2i
HǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMbX .Mb +2ii2 +QM+2TiBQM H2 #BQHQ;B[m2- H2 +Q;MBiB7- 2i H2 +mHim`2H bQMi
/2b +Qm+?2b T`HHĕH2b H2b mM2b mt mi`2b Qɍ +?+mM2 b2`i /2 bm#bi`i ¨ H +Qm+?2 bmTû`B2m`2 , H2
+mHim`2H 2bi mM KQM/2 /2 bB;MB}+iBQMb 2M bQB [mB b2 /ûp2HQTT2 2i ûpQHm2 bm` H2 bm#bi`i +Q;MBiB7 [mǶ2bi
HǶ2bT`Bi- HmB@KāK2 2tBbiMi bm` H2 bm#bi`i #BQHQ;B[m2 [mǶ2bi H2 +Q`TbX
j lM `;mK2Mi /2 ivT2 Ŀ Tmp`2iû /m biBKmHmb ŀ U*?QKbFv- kyy8V MǶ2bi Tb MQM THmb QTTQb#H2 B+B , H2 /ûp2HQTT2K2Mi
/ǶmM Q`;MBbK2 T2mi āi`2 +QMi`BMi U+QKK2 HǶ2bi +2HmB /m +?i T` `TTQ`i ¨ +2HmB /2 HǶ?mKBM- Qm +2HmB /2 HǶ?mKBM
T` `TTQ`i ¨ HǶTT`2MiBbb;2 /m HM;;2- ûiMi bmTTQbû [mǶBH TT`2M/ THmb [m2 +2 [m2 HǶ2MpB`QMM2K2Mi 7Qm`MBiV bMb
[m2 +2ii2 +QMi`BMi2 bQBi /m2 mMB[m2K2Mi ¨ mM2 /Bzû`2M+2 ;ûMûiB[m2X PM M2 T2mi /QM+ Tb ii`B#m2` H +QMi`BMi2 ¨ mM2
bmTTQbû2 BM7Q`KiBQM BMMû2X
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PM `2i`Qmp2 HQ`b mM2 bûT`iBQM 2Mi`2 /ǶmM +Ƭiû mM2 bTû+B}+iBQM ?Q`b +QMi2ti2 /ǶmM +QMi2Mm /û}MB ¨
H +Qm+?2 +mHim`2HH2 UmM2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQM Qm mM KĕK2V- 2i /2 HǶmi`2 H `ûHBbiBQM +QM+`ĕi2 /Mb mM2 bB@
imiBQM /ǶBMi2`+iBQM BKTHB[mMi H2 +Q;MBiB7 UmM2 +?MbQM bB|û2- mM ir22i û+`Bi- bQMi /2b `ûHBbiBQMb /2
`2T`ûb2MiiBQMbVX .2 7ÏQM MHQ;m2 m MBp2m #BQHQ;B[m2- Qɍ H2 +Q/2 ;ûMûiB[m2 2bi bûT`û +QM+2Tim2HH2@
K2Mi /2 HǶQ`;MBbK2 [mB b2 /ûp2HQTT2 2i /QMi QM #bi`Bi H2b ~m+imiBQMb- QM bûT`2 +QM+2Tim2HH2K2Mi H
`2T`ûb2MiiBQM /2 b2b `ûHBbiBQMb +QM+`ĕi2b /Mb /2b +QMi2ti2b /ǶBMi2`+iBQM , QM T2Mb2 BMbB HǶûpQHmiBQM
+mHim`2HH2 m MBp2m /2 H bTû+B}+iBQM- +Ƕ2bi@¨@/B`2 2M ûim/BMi /2b 2Mb2K#H2b /2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb [mB
ûpQHm2Mi T`HHĕH2K2Mi ¨ HǶûpQHmiBQM +Q;MBiBp2 2i #BQHQ;B[m2X PM T`H2 HQ`b /2 +QûpQHmiBQM ;ĕM2@+mHim`2
UaT2`#2`- RNNe , RR9VX
SQm` BHHmbi`2` H HBKBi2 /2 +2ii2 TT`Q+?2- AM;QH/ `2T`2M/ HǶ2t2KTH2 /2 H i`MbKBbbBQM /ǶmM2 `2+2ii2 /2
+mBbBM2 /Bb+miû T` aT2`#2` URNNe , eRV , mM2 `2+2ii2 UT` 2t2KTH2 +?2x aT2`#2`- H bm+2 JQ`MvV 2bi
mM2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQM [mǶQM T2mi i`Qmp2` bQmb 7Q`K2 Tm#HB[m2 /Mb mM HBp`2 /2 `2+2ii2bX lM2 T2`bQMM2 /2@
p`Bi /QM+ TQmpQB` HB`2 +2ii2 `2+2ii2 2i bǶ2M 7B`2 mM2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQM K2MiH2- Ŀ /QMi BH T2mi b2 bQmp2MB`[mǶBH T2mi Qm#HB2`- Qm i`Mb7Q`K2`- Qm [mǶBH T2mi mbbB bmBp`2 Ĝ +Ƕ2bi@¨@/B`2 2M 7B`2 mM +QKTQ`i2K2Mi
T?vbB[m2 ŀ UaT2`#2`- RNNe , eRVX SQm` AM;QH/ m +QMi`B`2- H +QMMBbbM+2 [mǶmM +mBbBMB2`  MǶ2bi Tb
H KûKQB`2 /m HBp`2 /2 `2+2ii2b TT`Bb T` +ƾm`X 1M 2z2i BH M2 bm{i Tb /2 bpQB` HB`2 H `2+2ii2 /2
H bm+2 JQ`Mv 2i 2M `2i2MB` H2b KQib TQm` H `ûHBb2` , BH 7mi TQmpQB` H K2ii`2 2M T`iB[m2- +Ƕ2bi@
¨@/B`2 ii`B#m2` mM b2Mb ¨ +?+mM2 /2 +2b BMbi`m+iBQMbX P` bpQB` BMi2`T`ûi2` mM2 BMbi`m+iBQM i2HH2 [m2
Ŀ 7B`2 7QM/`2 H2 #2m``2 2i v BM+Q`TQ`2` H 7`BM2 ŀ `2Hĕp2 /ǶmM bpQB` T`iB[m2 /2 H +mBbBM2- m b2Mb
/2 "Qm`/B2m URN3yV , BH 7mi pQB` T`iB[mû 2i TT`Bb T` H2 +Q`Tb- 2M ;ûMû`H B/û /ǶmM BMbi`m+i2m`- /2
MQK#`2mb2b +iBQMb 2M +mBbBM2X AH 7mi pQB` TT`Bb- T` 2bbBb 2i 2``2m`b `ûTûiûb- ¨ `2+QMMŗi`2 [mM/
H2 #2m``2 p #`ȿH2`- Qm ¨ B/2MiB}2` H [mMiBiû /2 7`BM2 ¨ DQmi2` m #QM KQK2Mi c BH 7mi mM2 T`iB[m2
/2b KQmp2K2Mib TQm` BM+Q`TQ`2` +2ii2 /2`MBĕ`2 m #2m``2X SQm` AM;QH/- H +QMMBbbM+2 [mǶmM +mBbBMB2`
 2bi H2 bpQB` T`iB[m2 /2 iQmi2b +2b i+?2b- [mB 2bi +2 [mB T2`K2i /2 /QMM2` mM b2Mb mt BMbi`m+iBQMb
/ǶmM2 `2+2ii2 UAM;QH/- RNNdVX
SQm` +H`B}2` H /BbiBM+iBQM 2Mi`2 H2b /2mt TT`Q+?2b- AM;QH/ 7Bi mM2 MHQ;B2 2Mi`2 H `ûHBbiBQM
/ǶmM2 `2+2ii2 /2 +mBbBM2 2i mM2 `M/QMMû2 2M +KT;M2 , H2b BM/B+iBQMb /2 H `2+2ii2 bQMi +QKK2 H2b
BM/B+iBQMb T2BMi2b m bQH bm` H2 +?2KBM /2 `M/QMMû2- 2i H2 bpQB` T`iB[m2 /m +mBbBMB2` 2bi H2 +?2KBM
HmB@KāK2X *?[m2 BM/B+iBQM m bQH UBMbi`m+iBQM /2 H `2+2ii2V 2bi bi`iû;B[m2K2Mi TH+û2 ¨ mM 2M/`QBi
Qɍ H2 +?2KBM MǶ2bi Tb +HB`X JBb ;`+2 m +?2KBM UH2 bpQB` T`iB[m2V- BH 2bi 7+BH2 /ǶpM+2` Dmb[mǶ¨
HǶBM/B+iBQM bmBpMi2- KāK2 bB H2 i`+û 2bi bBMm2mt UiMi [mǶBH MǶv  Tb /ǶK#B;mśiûVX 1z+2x H2 +?2KBM
UmM +mBbBMB2` bMb bpQB` T`iB[m2V- 2i H2b BM/B+iBQMb MǶQMi THmb m+mM b2MbX *Ƕ2bi /QM+ T` HǶ2tBbi2M+2
/m +?2KBM [m2 H bB;MHBbiBQM T2mi BM/B[m2` H `Qmi2 ¨ T`2M/`2X G bB;MHBbiBQM M2 TQ`i2 m+mM2
BM7Q`KiBQM 2M 2HH2@KāK2 , 2HH2 2bi mM QmiBH TQm` H +QK#BMBbQM /2 bpQB`b T`iB[m2bX
AM;QH/ /û+`Bi BMbB H +mBbBM2 +QKK2 mM2 MpB;iBQM /Mb mM Tvb;2 /2 i+?2b TT`Bb2b m i`p2`b /2
MQb BMi2`+iBQMb 2i /2 MQb T`iB[m2bX BMbB- /û72M/@BH- #B2M THmb [m2 H i`MbKBbbBQM /2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb+2 [m2 H2b ;ûMû`iBQMb T`û+û/2Mi2b Hĕ;m2Mi mt ;ûMû`iBQMb bmBpMi2b 2bi mM2 û/m+iBQM /2 HǶii2MiBQM ,
bpQB` MpB;m2` 2i bǶQ`B2Mi2` /Mb H2 Tvb;2 /2 i+?2b +QMbBbi2 ¨ bpQB` `2;`/2` m #QM 2M/`QBi m
#QM KQK2MiX apQB` 7B`2 mM2 bm+2 JQ`Mv MǶ2bi Tb pQB` H +QMMBbbM+2 /m i2ti2 /2 H `2+2ii2 KBb
#B2M pQB` H2 bpQB` T`iB[m2 [mB T2`K2i /2 /Bb+2`M2` ¨ [m2H KQK2Mi DQmi2` +?[m2 BM;`û/B2Mi- bpQB`
`û;B` bB H bm+2 2bi 2M i`BM /2 #`ȿH2`- bpQB` +QmT2` H2 7`QK;2 ¨ H #QMM2 iBHH2 2M 7QM+iBQM /2 b
/m`2iûX aB i2H 2bi H2 +b- H +mHim`2 MǶ2bi 2M `B2M mM MBp2m T`HHĕH2 ¨ H #BQHQ;B2 2i m +Q;MBiB7- KBb
H2b i`QBb bǶBMi2`TûMĕi`2Mi 2i b2 /ûp2HQTT2Mi 2Mb2K#H2 UAM;QH/- RNNd- kyy9VX
G HB;M2 /ǶAM;QH/ `TTQ`iû2 B+B bǶTTmB2 bm` HǶMi?`QTQHQ;B2 /m +Q`Tb /2 Jmbb UkyRjV- HǶTT`Q+?2
û+QHQ;B[m2 /2 H Tbv+?QHQ;B2 /2 :B#bQM UkyR9V- HǶû+QHQ;B2 /2 HǶ2bT`Bi /2 "i2bQM URNdkV- 2i #B2M bȿ` bm`
H2 bpQB` T`iB[m2 /2 "Qm`/B2m URN3yVX JBb BH T`2M/ û;H2K2Mi `+BM2 /Mb H2 +Qm`Mi ûM+iBpBbi2 /2b
b+B2M+2b +Q;MBiBp2bX9 *2HmB@+B- 2M +?M;2Mi H2 T`/B;K2 /2 7QM/ /2 H +Q;MBiBQM-  ûiû 2ti`āK2K2Mi
9 PM T`H2 THmb H`;2K2Mi /2b Ŀ [mi`2 1 ŀ TQm` /û+`B`2 H2b /Bzû`2Mib bT2+ib /m +?M;2K2Mi /2 T`/B;K2 , H
+Q;MBiBQM 2bi pm2 +QKK2 ûM+iBp2- Ŀ 2K#Q/B2/ ŀ U+Q`TQ`Bbû2V- Ŀ 2K#2//2/ ŀ UbBimû2V- 2i ûi2M/m2X
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T`Q/m+iB7 MQiKK2Mi /Mb H2 /QKBM2 /2 H T2`+2TiBQM UPǶ_2;M M/ LQď- kyyRV- 2i /ûp2HQTT2 /2TmBb
T2m mM2 TT`Q+?2 MQM@`2T`ûb2MiiBQMM2HH2 /m HM;;2 U*mz`B 2i HX- kyR9VX
*2b /2mt TT`Q+?2b TT`Bbb2Mi m 7QM/ +QKK2 /2b i?ûQ`B2b /2 H `2HiBQM 2Mi`2 H2 +Q;MBiB7 2i H2 bQ+BHX
1HH2b /Bzĕ`2Mi /Mb H2m` 7ÏQM /2 `2M/`2 +QKTi2 /m `û2H- T`BM+BTH2K2Mi m MBp2m /2b T`ûbmTTQbûb
/2 bBKTHB}+iBQM , H T`2KBĕ`2 i?ûQ`B2 7QM+iBQMM2 bm` mM T`BM+BT2 /Ƕ#bi`+iBQM /2 HǶ2MpB`QMM2K2Mi
[mB T2`K2i /2 /û}MB` /2b +QMi2Mmb ?Q`b@+QMi2ti2- TQm` 2MbmBi2 2M ûim/B2` H bi`m+im`2 2i H2b BMi2`@
+iBQMbX *QKK2 DǶ2bTĕ`2 pQB` 2tTHB[mû +HB`2K2Mi- H /2mtBĕK2 KQMi`2 +QKK2Mi H T`2KBĕ`2 2bi mM
+b T`iB+mHB2` [mǶBH MǶ2bi Tb TQbbB#H2 /2 ;ûMû`HBb2` , BH v  /2 MQK#`2mt +b Qɍ H /2b+`BTiBQM 2M
i2`K2b /2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb MǶ2bi Tb /û[mi2 2i /û7Q`K2 i`QT H `ûHBiûX C2 pQm/`Bb KBMi2MMi KQM@
i`2` +QKK2Mi +2ii2 HBKBiiBQM TT`ŗi +QM+`ĕi2K2Mi /Mb H `ûHBbiBQM /Ƕ2tTû`B2M+2b miQm` /2 H
KûKûiB[m2X

k GǶ2tTû`B2M+2 ¨ HǶûT`2mp2 /2 H KûKûiB[m2
kXR lM2 T`Q#HûKiB[m2 HBM;mBbiB[m2
G T`Q#HûKiB[m2 /ûiBHHû2 `TT2HH2 /2b [m2biBQMb #B2M +QMMm2b /2 H HBM;mBbiB[m2X PM `2i`Qmp2 mM û+?Q
m /û#i 2Mi`2 `2T`ûb2MiiBQMMHBbK2 2i ûM+iBpBbK2 /Mb H bûT`iBQM 2Mi`2 bûKMiB[m2 /ǶmM +Ƭiû 2i
T`;KiB[m2 /2 HǶmi`2- Qm 2M+Q`2 2Mi`2 bB;MB}Mi 2i bB;MB}ûX JBb +Ƕ2bi bm`iQmi H pBbBQM /m b2+QM/
qBii;2Mbi2BM UkyRyV [mB TT`ŗi +?2x AM;QH/ 2i /Mb HǶTT`Q+?2 ûM+iBpBbi2 U*mz`B 2i HX- kyR9V ,
H2 HM;;2 2i H2 b2Mb v bQMi /û+`Bib +QKK2 i`K;2 2i BMi2`+iBQM p2+ HǶ2MpB`QMM2K2Mi 2i H2b mi`2b
Q`;MBbK2b [mB H2 +QMbiBim2MiX
*2ii2 T`Q#HûKiB[m2 /2 H bB;MB}+iBQM  ?#Biû H HBM;mBbiB[m2 2i HǶMi?`QTQHQ;B2 /2TmBb THmb /ǶmM
bBĕ+H2- 2i BH MǶ2bi Tb bm`T`2MMi [m2 H [m2biBQM `ûTT`Bbb2 /Mb /2b 2tTû`B2M+2b +QM+`ĕi2b miQm` /2
H MQiBQM /2 KĕK2 BMi2`M2iX o2MMi iQmi /`QBi /2b b+B2M+2b /m`2b- H KûKûiB[m2 MǶ Tb #ûMû}+Bû /2
HǶBMi2Mb2 /û#i QMiQHQ;B[m2 [mB MBK2 H2b b+B2M+2b ?mKBM2b /2TmBb H2m`b /û#mib- 2i  iQmi bBKTH2K2Mi
B;MQ`û H [m2biBQM THmiƬi [m2 /2 H `ûbQm/`2X

kXk GǶ2tTû`B2M+2 7+2 ¨ b2b T`ûbmTTQbûb
.Mb H2 +/`2 /2 K i?ĕb2 bm` HǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb- DǶûim/B2 [mMiBiiBp2K2Mi H i`Mb@
7Q`KiBQM /2 +Qm`i2b +BiiBQMb HQ`b[mǶ2HH2b bQMi T`QT;û2b bm` BMi2`M2i /2 #HQ; 2M #HQ; 2i /Mb /2b
bBimiBQMb /Ƕ2tTû`BK2MiiBQM THmb +QMi`ƬHû2bX G2b #BHH2ib /2 #HQ;b U/2 H #HQ;QbT?ĕ`2 M;HQT?QM2 /Mb
H2 +b T`ûb2MiV BM+Hm2Mi 2M 2z2i /2 MQK#`2mb2b +BiiBQMb `2T`Q/mBi2b bQmb 7Q`K2 /2 /Bb+Qm`b /B`2+i
UG2bFQp2+ 2i HX- kyyNV- KBb +2b `2T`Q/m+iBQMb bQMi û;H2K2Mi `û;mHBĕ`2K2Mi i`Mb7Q`Kû2b T` `TTQ`i
¨ HǶQ`B;BMH- m@/2H¨ /m bBKTH2 `Q;M;2 UaBKKQMb 2i HX- kyRRV , mM KQi /BbT`ŗi- mM2 +QMi`+iBQM
TT`ŗi- mM2 2tT`2bbBQM 2bi Hû;ĕ`2K2Mi /û7Q`Kû2 UTQm` mM2 ivTQHQ;B2 +QKTHĕi2 /2b i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb
[mǶQM `2M+QMi`2 pQB` Gm7 2i HX- kyRjVX *2b +Qm`i2b +BiiBQMb bQMi /QM+ mM #QM 2t2KTH2 /2 `2T`ûb2Mi@
iBQM Tm#HB[m2 Qm /2 KĕK2 [mB Ĝ KH;`û H `ĕ;H2 BKTHB+Bi2 /2 MQM@KQ/B}+iBQM /ǶmM /Bb+Qm`b `TTQ`iû
Ĝ 2bi `û;mHBĕ`2K2Mi i`Mb7Q`Kû m +Qm`b /2 b T`QT;iBQM bm` BMi2`M2i T` +2 [mB b2K#H2 āi`2 /2b #BBb
+Q;MBiB7b , mM +b /Ƕûim/2 2KTB`B[m2 B/ûH TQm` HǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMbX :`+2 ¨ mM +Q`Tmb
+QMbû[m2Mi `2M/Mi HǶMHvb2 [mMiBiiBp2 TQbbB#H2 UG2bFQp2+ 2i HX- kyyNV- QM T2mi TQb2` H [m2biBQM
/2b ivT2b /2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb Q#b2`pûb- /2 H2m` Q`B;BM2 +Q;MBiBp2- /2 HǶ2z2i /2 H2m` ++mKmHiBQM ¨ HQM;
i2`K2 UT` 2t2KTH2 HǶTT`BiBQM /Ƕii`+i2m`b +mHim`2HbV- 2i /2 HǶBMi2`+iBQM /2 +2b i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb
p2+ /2b T`Q+2bbmb /2 /BzmbBQMX
JBb H2 T`Q#HĕK2 /2 T`ûbmTTQbûb /ûiBHHû /Mb H T`2KBĕ`2 T`iB2 2bi #B2M mM2 `ûHBiû TQm` +2 ivT2
/Ƕûim/2X m@/2H¨ /2b /B{+mHiûb i2+?MB[m2b [mB M2 T2`K2ii2Mi Tb /ǶpQB` ++ĕb mt +QMi2ti2b `û2Hb
/2 H2+im`2 2i /2 T`Q/m+iBQM /ǶmM2 T?`b2- HǶbT2+i ûM+iB7 /2 +2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb /2pB2Mi ûpB/2Mi m
e

KQK2Mi /2 `ûHBb2` HǶMHvb2 , H2 b2Mb 2bi mM2 +QMbi`m+iBQM ûKMMi /2 H bBimiBQM +QM+`ĕi2 /m H2+i2m`
2i /2 b `2HiBQM m i2ti2 HmX S`2MQMb HǶ2t2KTH2 /m ir22i bmBpMi ,
(R) Ŀ PM 2bi iQmb H2 #2m 2i H2 KQ+?2 /2 [m2H[mǶmM ŀ8
*2i ûMQM+û T`ŗi M2mi`2  T`BQ`B- 2i 2bi bm{bKK2Mi +HbbB[m2 2i +QMb2Mbm2H TQm` āi`2 Ŀ BKû ŀ-e
`2T`Bb 2i Tm#HBû ¨ MQmp2m `û;mHBĕ`2K2MiXd JBb +QKK2 H2 KQMi`2 H +QMp2`biBQM [mB bmBi- QM M2 T2mi
Tb +QMMŗi`2 H2 b2Mb /2 HǶû+?M;2X lM2 `ûTQMb2 m K2bb;2 BMBiBH 2bi /Ƕ#Q`/ 7Bi2 bm` H2 iQM /2
HǶ?mKQm` ,
(k) Ŀ KBb āi`2 KQ+?2 +Ƕ2bi [mM/ KāK2 H #b2 ?? ŀ3
SmBb /2mt û+?M;2b THmb i`/ H +QMp2`biBQM b2 i2`KBM2 ,
(j) Ŀ (KQ`i /2 `B`2-) TQm` +2`iBM2b }HH2b bm`iQmi- D2 T2Mb2 ŀN
JāK2 T`ĕb +BM[ `ûTHB[m2b- QM M2 bBi iQmDQm`b Tb bǶBH bǶ;Bi /2 b2tBbK2 2i /2 `2D2i Qm /ǶmM2 THBbMi2`B2
bMb +QMbû[m2M+2X aMb THmb /ǶBM7Q`KiBQMb bm` H `2HiBQM 2Mi`2 H2b BMi2`HQ+mi2m`b- H2m`b BMi2`+iBQMbQm HǶ?BbiQB`2 +QKKmM2 [mǶBHb T2mp2Mi pQB`- +2ii2 +QMp2`biBQM TQm`iMi Tm#HB[m2 M2 MQmb T2`K2i Tb
/2 bpQB` +2 [mB  ûiû û+?M;û bm` H2 7QM/- MB KāK2 +2 [m2 bB;MB}2 H2 K2bb;2 BMBiBH TQm` HǶmM Qm
HǶmi`2 /2b T`iB+BTMibX
_2p2MQMb HQ`b ¨ H [m2biBQM /ǶQ`B;BM2 , H KmiiBQM /2 i2HH2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb Tm#HB[m2b- Qm KĕK2bX
§ H HmKBĕ`2 /2 HǶ2t2KTH2 +B@/2bbmb 2i /2 bQM 2tTHB+iBQM /Mb H T`2KBĕ`2 T`iB2- BH /2pB2Mi +HB`
[mǶmM T`QD2i pBbMi ¨ ûim/B2` H2b KmiiBQMb bûKMiB[m2b b2` +QM7`QMiû ¨ mM2 BM/ûi2`KBMiBQM /2 7QM/
TQm` bBbB` H2 b2Mb /2b T?`b2b 2M [m2biBQMX úiMi /QMMû [m2 H2b BM7Q`KiBQMb /2 +QMi2ti2 Mû+2bbB`2b
bQMi ?Q`b /2 TQ`iû2 UbMb KāK2 T`H2` /2 HǶTT`2BHH;2 T`iB[m2 2i i?ûQ`B[m2 TQm` H2b i`Bi2`V- BH
b2K#H2 BM/BbT2Mb#H2 /2 7Q`+2` mM2 /ûi2`KBMiBQM /m b2Mb 2M +`ûMi /2b bBimiBQMb `iB}+B2HH2K2Mi THmb
+QMi`BMi2b- +Ƕ2bi@¨@/B`2 2M 2bbvMi /2 /û+B/2` /2 iQmi2b H2b `KB}+iBQMb /m +QMi2ti2 ¨ HǶpM+2X JBb
HQ`b HǶ2bb2M+2 /m KQ/ĕH2 KûKûiB[m2- [mB +QMbBbi2 ¨ #bi`B`2 H2 +QMi2ti2 /Mb HǶûim/2 /2 H /BzmbBQM
2i /2 H KmiiBQM- 2bi T2`/m2X
G2b Hi2`MiBp2b bQMi /QM+ ,
Ç HǶûim/2 /2 H /BzmbBQM bMb KmiiBQM /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMbÇ HǶûim/2 /2b `û;mH`Biûb [mB TT`Bbb2Mi /Mb H2b i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb HQ`b /2 H T`QT;iBQM /2 +2b
`2T`ûb2MiiBQMb- 2i HǶ2z2i /2 H2m` ++mKmHiBQM m +Qm`b /2 H T`QT;iBQMX
C2 /ûp2HQTT2 +2 /2`MB2` M;H2 /Ƕûim/2 /Mb K i?ĕb2- 2M KǶBMiû`2bbMi mt MBp2mt H2tB+H UûpQHmiBQM
/2b p`B#H2b +Q``2bTQM/Mi2b ¨ +?[m2 KQi- +QKK2 T` 2t2KTH2 H 7`û[m2M+2 /ǶmiBHBbiBQM Qm HǶ;2
KQv2M /Ƕ+[mBbBiBQM- 2i BM~m2M+2 /2 +2b p`B#H2b bm` H T`Q##BHBiû /Ƕāi`2 i`Mb7Q`KûV- ;`KKiB+H
U`2HiBQM 2Mi`2 ivT2 /2 bi`m+im`2 2i /2;`û /2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMV- 2i BM7Q`KiBQMM2H UT2`i2 /ǶBM7Q`KiBQM
/Mb H2b T?`b2b HQ`b /2 H T`QT;iBQMVX JBb [m2HH2 [m2 bQBi H +QK#BMBbQM /2 MBp2mt 2MpBb;û2H2 Tbb;2 ¨ H bûKMiB[m2 bǶpĕ`2 2ti`āK2K2Mi /B{+BH2 , BH MǶ2tBbi2 Tb /Ƕ#bi`+iBQM 7Q`K2HH2 /2 H
bB;MB}+iBQM [mB T2`K2ii2 /Ƕ;`û;2` [mMiBiiBp2K2Mi mM ;`M/ MQK#`2 /2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb TQm` 2M
`2M/`2 +QKTi2 /2 7ÏQM bvMi?ûiB[m2 2i bvbiûKiB[m2X G2 7Bi [mǶmM2 Kûi?Q/2 [mHBiiBp2 2i BMi2`T`û@
iiBp2 bQBi #B2M KB2mt /Tiû2 ¨ mM i2H Q#D2+iB7 M2 7Bi [m2 `2M7Q`+2` HǶQ#b2`piBQM , BH 2bi [m2H[m2
+?Qb2 /2 H bûKMiB[m2 [m2 H b+B2M+2 BMi2`T`ûiiBp2 U¨ bpQB` /Mb MQi`2 +b- THmiƬi ûM+iBp2V bBbBi
T`7Bi2K2Mi- 2i [m2 H b+B2M+2 [mMiBiiBp2 Qm Ŀ 7Q`K2HH2 ŀ UTHmiƬi `2T`ûb2MiiBQMM2HH2V M2 T2mi MB
bBbB` MB +B`+QMb+`B`2X
8 ?iiTb,ffirBii2`X+QKfG6*uHB2bfbiimbf838Rkd9ReekR33jjNj
e *Ƕ2bi@¨@/B`2

K`[mû +QKK2 Ŀ 7pQ`B ŀX
`2+?2`+?2 bBKTH2 bm` hrBii2` KQMi`2 [m2 HǶûMQM+û TT`ŗi 2M KQv2MM2 mM2 7QBb T` KQBb- 2i H THmT`i /2b
BMbiM+2b bQMi `2Tm#HBû2b THmbB2m`b 7QBbX
3 ?iiTb,ffirBii2`X+QKf`rH+77fbiimbf838RjykejeyejNyd38
N ?iiTb,ffirBii2`X+QKfG6*uHB2bfbiimbf838RjRjRyjeekeN99y
d lM2

d

GǶûim/2 /2b `ûb2mt bQ+Bmt MmKû`B[m2b b2K#H2 `2~ûi2` +2 +QM~Bi , H /Bb+BTHBM2- [mB  2M ;`M/2 T`iB2
miBHBbû H2 KQ/ĕH2 KûKûiB[m2 TQm` HǶûim/2 /2 H /BzmbBQM U/KB+ 2i HX- kyR9V- pQBi b2 /ûp2HQTT2` mM
+Qm`Mi bǶBMiû`2bbMi ¨ H Ŀ +QMi;BQM +QKTH2t2 ŀ- +Ƕ2bi@¨@/B`2 HǶûim/2 /2 bvbiĕK2b /QMi H2 T`Q+2bbmb
/2 #b2 MǶ2bi THmb H i`MbKBbbBQM /ǶmM Q#D2i iQKB[m2 UmM ?b?i;- mM2 pB/ûQ- mM2 l_GV- KBb
H +QMi;BQM- p2+ TQbbB#H2 KmiiBQM- /ǶmM Q#D2i THmb +QKTHB[mû /Qiû /ǶmM2 bi`m+im`2 BMi2`M2 UT`
2t2KTH2 mM2 T?`b2 Qm mM /Bb+Qm`b- JQmbbś/ 2i HX- kyR8VX § +2 DQm`- H2b T`BM+BTmt `ûbmHiib TQ`i2Mi
bm` /2b K2bm`2b MQM bûKMiB[m2b i2HH2b [m2 H i`MbKBbbB#BHBiû UJBiQM 2i HX- kyR8V Qm H KûKQ`#BHBiû
U.M2b+m@LB+mH2b+m@JBxBH 2i HX- kyRRV- 2i iQmb bQMi Q#i2Mmb ¨ HǶB/2 /2 Kûi?Q/2b HHBMi [mHBiiB7 2i
[mMiBiiB7X
G KûKûiB[m2 M2 `ûbQmi /QM+ Tb +2 T`Q#HĕK2- +2 [mB HǶ +QMi`BMi ¨ `û/mB`2 bQM +?KT /ǶTTHB+iBQM
2i /2 [m2biBQMM2K2Mi 2M b2 HBKBiMi ¨ /2b bBimiBQMb Qɍ BH 2bi bm ¨ HǶpM+2 [m2 H2 KQ/ĕH2 2tTHB[m2
H THmb ;`M/2 T`iB2 /m T?ûMQKĕM2 Q#b2`pû c KBb QM `2K`[m2` [m2 +2 +?KT MǶ2bi Tb +HB`2K2Mi
/ûHBKBiû 2i M2 +Q``2bTQM/ Tb ¨ +2HmB /2b `ûb2mt bQ+Bmt MmKû`B[m2bX .ûTbb2` +2ii2 HBKBi2 Mû+2bbBi2
/Ƕû+`i2` H2 TQbimHi /2 #b2 /Ƕ#bi`+iBQM /m +QMi2ti2 /2 H KûKûiB[m2 c BH 7mi m +QMi`B`2 T2Mb2`
H2 +QMi2ti2- +QKK2 H HBM;mBbiB[m2 2i HǶMi?`QTQHQ;B2 H2 7QMi /2TmBb HQM;i2KTb 2i +QKK2 HǶTT`Q+?2
ûM+iBp2 /2b b+B2M+2b +Q;MBiBp2b 2bi 2M i`BM /2 /ûp2HQTT2`X

kXj S2Mb2` H2 +QMi2ti2
Zm2 +2 bQBi T` H T`;KiB[m2- H2b MQiBQMb /2 bBimiBQM /2 +QKKmMB+iBQM 2i bBimiBQM /2 HQ+miBQMH2 ;2M`2 Qm H b+ûMQ;`T?B2 UJBM;m2M2m- kyy9V- HǶMHvb2 /2b /Bzû`2Mi2b +QKTQbMi2b /m +QMi2ti2
2i H 7ÏQM /QMi 2HH2b T`iB+BT2Mi ¨ H bB;MB}+iBQM M2 bQMi Tb /2b [m2biBQMb BMû/Bi2b 2M HBM;mBbiB[m2X
G /B{+mHiû TT`ŗi HQ`b[mǶBH bǶ;Bi /ǶmiBHBb2` +2b MQiBQMb /Mb mM2 MHvb2 ¨ b2MbB#BHBiû [mMiBiiBp2
U+QKK2 H KûKûiB[m2V- T`û+BbûK2Mi T`+2 [m2 H2 Tbb;2 2bi +QMÏm +QKK2 mM2 #bi`+iBQM T`Q;`2bbBp2
/m +QMi2ti2- [mB 2Mi`ŗM2 mM2 T2`i2 /2 T`û+BbBQM bB;MB}+iBp2 U"2+F2`- RNNeVX
C2 M2 T`ûi2M/b #B2M bȿ` Tb `ûbQm/`2 +2ii2 +QMi`/B+iBQM [mB bQmb@i2M/ H2b MQiBQMb KāK2b /2 [mHBiiB7
2i /2 [mMiBiiB7- MB KāK2 2b[mBbb2` mM2 T`QTQbBiBQM [mB TQm``Bi bǶv ii2H2` c H2 T`Q;`KK2 2bi i`QT
pbi2X LûMKQBMb H2 pB`;2 ûM+iB7 /2b b+B2M+2b +Q;MBiBp2b TTQ`i2 /2b ûHûK2Mib /2 `û~2tBQM , +2HmB@
+B +QMbBbi2 2M 2z2i ¨ Tbb2` /ǶmM2 b+B2M+2 /2b +QMi2Mmb U/û}MBb 2M /ûHBKBiMi /2b 7`QMiBĕ`2b 2Mi`2
BMiû`B2m` 2i 2tiû`B2m`- TmBb 2M bǶii+?Mi mt T`QT`Bûiûb /2 HǶBMiû`B2m`V ¨ mM2 b+B2M+2 /2b HB2Mb 2i /2
HǶii2MiBQMX m MBp2m +Q;MBiB7- m HB2m /Ƕûim/B2` +2 [mǶmM Q`;MBbK2 T2mi 7B`2 2M iQmi2 ;ûMû`HBiû- BH
bǶ;Bi /2 b2 +QM+2Mi`2` bm` +2 [mǶmM2 bBimiBQM /QMMû2 T2`K2i +QKK2 BMi2`+iBQMb- 2i ûim/B2` +2 ¨ [mQB
HǶQ`;MBbK2 TQ`i2 ii2MiBQM /Mb b bBimiBQMX GǶTT`Q+?2 +QmT2 BMbB i`Mbp2`bH2K2Mi H /B+?QiQKB2
bûT`Mi BMiû`B2m` 2i 2tiû`B2m`- Qm Q`;MBbK2 2i 2MpB`QMM2K2Mi- 2M +QMbB/û`Mi H `2HiBQM Q`;MBbK2@
2MpB`QMM2K2Mi +QKK2 HǶQ#D2i +2Mi`H /2 iQmi2 MHvb2X GǶTTHB+iBQM /2 +2ii2 TT`Q+?2 ¨ H HBM;mBbiB[m2
2bi 2M TH2BM /ûp2HQTT2K2Mi- 2i H2b `û+2Mib i`pmt /2 *mz`B 2i HX UkyR9V T`QK2ii2Mi mM û+HB`;2
2ti`āK2K2Mi `B+?2 TQm` +2b [m2biBQMbX

*QM+HmbBQM
G KûKûiB[m2 2i HǶûTB/ûKBQHQ;B2 /2b `2T`ûb2MiiBQMb T`QTQb2Mi /2b /2b+`BTiBQMb mMB}û2b /2 H bQ+Bû@
iûX .Mb H2m`b p2`bBQMb `2bi`2BMi2b- +2b T`QTQbBiBQMb b2 i`/mBb2Mi 2M KQ/ĕH2b TTHB+#H2b ¨ HǶMHvb2
HBM;mBbiB[m2 /2 H /BzmbBQM 2i /2b KmiiBQMb /Mb H2b `ûb2mt bQ+Bmt MmKû`B[m2bX aB +2b KQ/ĕH2b T@
TQ`i2Mi /2 HǶBMi2HHB;B#BHBiû mt `ûb2mt 2M HB;M2- BH 7mi ;`/2` ¨ HǶ2bT`Bi [m2 H2m` +?KT /ǶTTHB+iBQM
2bi 2M `ûHBiû HBKBiû mt T?ûMQKĕM2b /2 /BzmbBQM bi`B+i2 Qm mt KmiiBQMb MQM bûKMiB[m2bX
h2Mi2` /2 ;ûMû`HBb2` +2b TT`Q+?2b- [m2 +2 bQBi m MBp2m i?ûQ`B[m2 Qm 2KTB`B[m2- 7Bi TT`ŗi`2 H2b
/B+?QiQKB2b /2 7QM/ [mB H2b HBKBi2MiX SHmiƬi [m2 /2 +?2`+?2` HǶû+HB`;2 [m2 H KûKûiB[m2 TTQ`i2 ¨
H HBM;mBbiB[m2- QM T2mi HQ`b b2 /2KM/2` +2 [m2 H HBM;mBbiB[m2 2HH2@KāK2 TTQ`i2 ¨ H KûKûiB[m2X
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GǶTT`Q+?2 MQM `2T`ûb2MiiBQMM2HH2 /m HM;;2- 2M T`iB+mHB2`- b2K#H2 TQmpQB` û+HB`2` miBH2K2Mi H
[m2biBQM /2 H bûKMiB[m2 /Mb bQM +QMi2ti2 c mM2 7QBb TH2BM2K2Mi /ûp2HQTTû2- BH b2` +2`iBM2K2Mi
BMiû`2bbMi /2 pQB` +2 [mǶ2HH2 T2mi TTQ`i2` ¨ HǶûim/2 /2b `ûb2mt bQ+Bmt MmKû`B[m2bX

"B#HBQ;`T?B2
G/ X /KB+- h?QKb JX G2MiQ- 1viM /`- M/ SmHBM2 *X L;- 62#`m`v kyR9X AM7Q`KiBQM
1pQHmiBQM BM aQ+BH L2irQ`FbX `sBp ,R9ykXedNk (T?vbB+b)X l_G ?iiT,ff`tBpXQ`;f#bfR9ykXedNkX
`sBp , R9ykXedNkX
:`2;Q`v "i2bQM- RNdkX ai2Tb iQ M 1+QHQ;v Q7 JBM/ , *QHH2+i2/ 1bbvb BM Mi?`QTQHQ;v- Sbv+?Bi`v1pQHmiBQM- M/ 1TBbi2KQHQ;vX lMBp2`bBiv Q7 *?B+;Q S`2bbX Aa"L Nd3@y@kke@yjNy8@jX
>Qr`/ amH "2+F2`- RNNeX h?2 2TBbi2KQHQ;v Q7 [mHBiiBp2 `2b2`+?X >Qr`/ aX "2+F2`- (aXHX)X l_G
?iiT,ffrrrXbQ+Xm+b#X2/mf7+mHivf?#2+F2`f[X?iKHX
SB2``2 "Qm`/B2m- RN3yX G2 b2Mb T`iB[m2X 1/BiBQMb /2 JBMmBi- S`BbX Aa"L Nd3@k@dydj@ykN3@9X
LQK *?QKbFv- kyy8X _mH2b M/ _2T`2b2MiiBQMbX *QHmK#B lMBp2`bBiv S`2bbX Aa"L Nd3@y@kjR@Rjkdy@
RX
G2/ *QbKB/2b M/ CQ?M hQQ#v- RNNdX 1pQHmiBQM`v Sbv+?QHQ;v ,  S`BK2`X l_G ?iiT,ffrrrXTbv+?X
m+b#X2/mf`2b2`+?f+2TfT`BK2`X?iKHX
1H2M *H`2 *mz`B- 1x2[mB2H .B SQHQ- M/ >MM2 .2 C2;?2`- kyR9X 6`QK T`iB+BTiQ`v b2Mb2@
KFBM; iQ HM;m;2 , i?2`2 M/ #+F ;BM @ aT`BM;2`X /QB , RyXRyydfbRRyNd@yR9@N9y9@NX l_G
?iiT,ffHBMFXbT`BM;2`X+QKf`iB+H2fRyXRyydfbRRyNd@yR9@N9y9@Nf7mHHi2tiX?iKHX
*`BbiBM .M2b+m@LB+mH2b+m@JBxBH- GBHHBM G22- "Q SM;- M/ CQM EH2BM#2`;- .2+2K#2` kyRRX 1+?Q2b
Q7 TQr2` , GM;m;2 2z2+ib M/ TQr2` /Bz2`2M+2b BM bQ+BH BMi2`+iBQMX `sBp ,RRRkXjedy (T?vbB+b)X
l_G ?iiT,ff`tBpXQ`;f#bfRRRkXjedyX
_QMH/  6Bb?2` M/ CX > "2MM2ii- RNNNX h?2 ;2M2iB+H i?2Q`v Q7 Mim`H b2H2+iBQM ,  +QKTH2i2
p`BQ`mK 2/BiBQMX Pt7Q`/ lMBp2`bBiv S`2bb- Pt7Q`/X Aa"L Nd3@y@RN@38y99y@8X
C2``v  6Q/Q`- RN3jX h?2 KQ/mH`Biv Q7 KBM/ , M 2bbv QM 7+mHiv Tbv+?QHQ;vX JAh S`2bb- *K#`B/;2JbbX Aa"L Nd3@y@kek@yey39@9 Nd3@y@kek@8eyk8@kX
CK2b CX :B#bQM- LQp2K#2` kyR9X h?2 1+QHQ;B+H TT`Q+? iQ oBbmH S2`+2TiBQM , *HbbB+ 1/BiBQMX
Sbv+?QHQ;v S`2bbX Aa"L Nd3@R@jRd@8dNj3@yX
hBK AM;QH/- CMm`v RNNdX 6`QK i?2 h`MbKBbbBQM Q7 _2T`2b2MiiBQMb iQ i?2 1/m+iBQM Q7 ii2MiBQMX
l_G ?iiT,ffH+?+Xm+b/X2/mfJ*fST2`fBM;QH/fBM;QH/RX?iKX
hBK AM;QH/- T`BH RNNNX h?`22 BM QM2 , QM /BbbQHpBM; i?2 /BbiBM+iBQMb #2ir22M #Q/v- KBM/ M/ +mHim`2X
l_G ?iiT,ffH+?+Xm+b/X2/mfJ*fST2`fBM;QH/fBM;QH/kX?iKX
hBK AM;QH/- kyy9X "2vQM/ #BQHQ;v M/ +mHim`2X h?2 K2MBM; Q7 2pQHmiBQM BM  `2HiBQMH rQ`H/X aQ+BH
Mi?`QTQHQ;v- RkUkV ,kyNĜkkRX AaaL R9eN@3edeX /QB , RyXRRRRfDXR9eN@3edeXkyy9Xi#yyRykXtX l_G
?iiT,ffQMHBM2HB#``vXrBH2vX+QKf/QBfRyXRRRRfDXR9eN@3edeXkyy9Xi#yyRykXtf#bi`+iX
hBK AM;QH/- kyydX h?2 i`Qm#H2 rBi? ǵ2pQHmiBQM`v #BQHQ;vǶX Mi?`QTQHQ;v hQ/v- kjUkV ,RjĜRdX AaaL
R9ed@3jkkX /QB , RyXRRRRfDXR9ed@3jkkXkyydXyy9NdXtX l_G ?iiT,ffQMHBM2HB#``vXrBH2vX+QKf/QBfRyX
RRRRfDXR9ed@3jkkXkyydXyy9NdXtf#bi`+iX

N

m`2HB2M Gm7- Ji?B2m oH2ii2- M/ G2BH E?Qmb- kyRjX MHvxBM; o`BiBQM Sii2`Mb AM ZmQi2b
Pp2` hBK2X _2b2`+? BM *QKTmiBM; a+B2M+2- dy ,kkjĜkjkX AaaL R3dy@9yeNX l_G ?iiT,ffrrrXKB+BX
Q`;f`+bfkyRjndyfMHvxBM;Wkyo`BiBQMWkySii2`MbWkyAMWkyZmQi2bWkyPp2`WkyhBK2X?iKHX
Cm`2 G2bFQp2+- G`b "+Fbi`QK- M/ CQM EH2BM#2`;- kyyNX J2K2@i`+FBM; M/ i?2 .vMKB+b Q7 i?2
L2rb *v+H2X AM S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 R8i? *J aA:E.. AMi2`MiBQMH *QM72`2M+2 QM EMQrH2/;2
.Bb+Qp2`v M/ .i JBMBM;- E.. ǶyN- T;2b 9NdĜ8ye- L2r uQ`F- Lu- laX *JX Aa"L Nd3@R@
ey883@9N8@NX /QB , RyXRR98fR88dyRNXR88dyddX l_G ?iiT,ff/QBX+KXQ`;fRyXRR98fR88dyRNXR88dyddX
.QKBMB[m2 JBM;m2M2m- kyy9X G bBimiBQM /ǶûMQM+BiBQM- 2Mi`2 HM;m2 2i /Bb+Qm`bX AM .Bt Mb /2
aX.XlX- T;2b RNdĜkRyX 1/Bim` lMBp2`bBi`B *`BQp- *`BQp- _QmKMB2X l_G ?iiT,ff/QKBMB[m2X
KBM;m2M2mXT;2bT2`bQ@Q`M;2X7`fT/7fa+2M2@/@2MQM+BiBQMXT/7X
J`+2H Jmbb- kyRjX aQ+BQHQ;B2 2i Mi?`QTQHQ;B2X Sl6- S`BbX Aa"L Nd3@k@Rj@yey33y@eX
>2H2M JBiQM- LB+QHb *HB/Bĕ`2- M/ >m;Q J2`+B2`- 62#`m`v kyR8X lMBp2`bH *Q;MBiBp2 J2+?MBbKb
1tTHBM i?2 *mHim`H am++2bb Q7 "HQQ/H2iiBM;X aa_L a+?QH`Hv ST2` A. k8eyd3e- aQ+BH a+B2M+2
_2b2`+? L2irQ`F- _Q+?2bi2`- LuX l_G ?iiT,ffTT2`bXbb`MX+QKf#bi`+i4k8eyd3eX
J2?/B JQmbbś/- >2M`v "`B;?iQM- M/ qQH7;M; :BbbKB2`- Jv kyR8X h?2 KTHB}+iBQM Q7 `BbF BM
2tT2`BK2MiH /BzmbBQM +?BMbX S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 LiBQMH +/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b- RRkUR3V ,8ejRĜ8ejeX
AaaL yykd@39k9- RyNR@e9NyX /QB , RyXRydjfTMbXR9kR33jRRkX l_G ?iiT,ffrrrXTMbXQ`;f+QMi2Mif
RRkfR3f8ejRX
CX E2pBM PǶ_2;M M/ Hp LQď- P+iQ#2` kyyRX  b2MbQ`BKQiQ` ++QmMi Q7 pBbBQM M/ pBbmH
+QMb+BQmbM2bbX "2?pBQ`H M/ "`BM a+B2M+2b- k9Uy8V ,NjNĜNdjX AaaL R9eN@R3k8X /QB , RyXRyRdf
ayR9y8k8syRyyyRR8X l_G ?iiT,ffDQm`MHbX+K#`B/;2XQ`;f`iB+H2nayR9y8k8syRyyyRR8X
_B+?`/ PX S`mK M/ HM >X "`mb?- Jv kyR9X
q?B+? *K2 6B`bi- i?2 62i?2`
Q` i?2 "B`/ \
a+B2MiB}+ K2`B+M- kj ,deĜ38X
AaaL yyje@3djjX
/QB , RyXRyj3f
b+B2MiB7B+K2`B+M/BMQbm`by8R9@deX l_G ?iiT,ffrrrXMim`2X+QKX;i2jXBMBbiX7`fb+B2MiB7B+K2`B+Mf
DQm`MHfpkjfMkbf7mHHfb+B2MiB7B+K2`B+M/BMQbm`by8R9@deX?iKHX
Jii?2r SX aBKKQMb- G/ X /KB+- M/ 1viM /`- CmHv kyRRX J2K2b PMHBM2 , 1ti`+i2/am#i`+i2/- AMD2+i2/- M/ _2+QHH2+i2/X AM 6B7i? AMi2`MiBQMH A *QM72`2M+2 QM q2#HQ;b M/
aQ+BH J2/BX l_G ?iiT,ffrrrXBXQ`;fQ+bfBM/2tXT?TfA*qaJfA*qaJRRfTT2`fpB2rfk3jeX
.M aT2`#2`- RNNeX 1tTHBMBM; +mHim`2 ,  Mim`HBbiB+ TT`Q+?X "H+Fr2HH- Pt7Q`/- lE c *K#`B/;2JbbX Aa"L Nd3@y@ejR@kyy98@R Nd3@y@ejR@kyy99@9X
J`v CM2 q2bi@1#2`?`/- kyyjX .2p2HQTK2MiH THbiB+Biv M/ 2pQHmiBQMX Pt7Q`/ lMBp2`bBiv S`2bbPt7Q`/ c L2r uQ`FX Aa"L Nd3@y@RN@8Rkkj9@j Nd3@y@RN@8Rkkj8@yX
Gm/rB; qBii;2Mbi2BM- J`+? kyRyX S?BHQbQT?B+H AMp2biB;iBQMbX CQ?M qBH2v  aQMbX Aa"L Nd3@R@
999j@ydNd@NX
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The Gistr Platform
Sébastien Lerique

Introduction
Studies of online interactions that are part of the “born-digital” sub-field of Digital Humanities usually
focus on activities for which online records are readily available (mostly, blogs and large online social
networks with varying degrees of access to the data). In stark contrast to “in vitro” laboratory
experiments, this “in vivo” approach studies human interactions in an ecological environment by
analysing their digital traces.1
Yet despite the large amounts of data and computing power that this quantitative observation approach
takes advantage of, it remains very difficult to ask questions linking cognitive and social levels of human
interaction, and the revolution that was expected to happen in social science has yet to materialise.
More precisely: the question, both theoretical and experimental, of how to study and link together
cognition and what social science defines as social proper, is still very much open.
Since better tools afford better questions and better theory, we focus here on the experimental side
of this problem which is in fact quite simple: online interaction studies are based on digital traces,
but most researchers have no control over what data is recorded in those traces, or over the way the
interaction is framed and defined by the technical system that mediates it. As a result, only a very
specific class of questions can be asked by online interaction studies: those that use only the available
data and focus on the existing interaction framing, excluding any question for which some information
is missing and not inferable or available elsewhere, as well as questions that need to tinker with the
interaction framing. The latter is a very high barrier to asking questions that link the cognitive and
social levels of human interaction.
The purpose of this document is to briefly introduce the approach of Web and Smartphone experiments
– a promising method for human interaction experiments – and the trade-offs it makes, and Gistr, the
Web experiment I am currently developing as part of my PhD thesis to overcome the shortcomings of
our previous study on sentence transformation in blogspace.

1

Web and Smartphone experiments

Complementary to studies using existing digital traces, Web and Smartphone experiments strike a
different balance in the trade-offs of experimental work and seem very promising in addressing the
problems outlined above (Miller 2012).
Centre d’Analyse et de Mathématique Sociales (UMR 8557, EHESS, Paris), and Centre Marc Bloch (Berlin).
Email: sebastien.lerique@normalesup.org.
1 I use the terms in vivo and in vitro in analogy to their meaning in biology. As explained in the main text, in vivo
refers to the study of human interactions in their ecological environment, be it through direct observation or through
digital traces of those interactions. In vitro refers to the study in conditions defined by the researcher, usually in a
laboratory experiment.
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Indeed, smartphones and browsers (both on desktop and mobile) have evolved into powerful, ubiquitous
application environments for which one can relatively easily develop any kind of experiment involving
text, graphics, and human interactions. At the cost of higher engineering and recruitment efforts,
this approach gives the experiment designer full control over what data is collected and the way
interactions are framed. Given the omnipresent nature of smartphones, such experiments can also be
deeply embedded in everyday life which, as I explain below, opens even more possibilities for questions
on social interaction.

1.1

The need for embedding

Any quantitative study relies on abstracting out details of particular cases by reducing (most often
averaging) values in each dimension to a few indicators. Being able to render a precise view of the
studied phenomenon then depends on being able to determine which are the right dimensions to
describe it, and having access to them (Becker 1996).
Embedding experiments in the everyday life of subjects gives access to dimensions that can be otherwise
unavailable: through the use of smartphones, an experiment designer can trigger interactions with
subjects (for instance asking questions) at any moment of the day, or have measures running while
subjects are offline (using the ever-increasing number of sensors present on the devices), both of which
are impossible with digital traces. Above all, embedding an experiment means getting greater access
to context, which opens the possibility of understanding phenomena the way they are meant in the
lives of subjects, and not only in the way they are construed by the experiment designer.
Daydreaming is an example experiment developed as a smartphone application with Vincent Adam,
Mikaël Bastian, Jérôme Sackur, and Gislain Delaire, that took advantage of this embedding. The
experiment, focused on our awareness of daily mind-wandering, would probe subjects during a month
at random moments of the day to ask them if they were mind-wandering (and, if so, what were the
qualities of their thoughts).2 While our team spent over a year developing the application, it allowed
asking questions related to ecological situations which cannot exist in laboratory or passive collection
studies. Figure 1 shows a sample question asked to the subjects, and Figure 2 shows an example of the
results produced at the end of the experiment (this particular screen shows the results for one subject;
seeing their own results was part of the reward for subjects participating in the study).

1.2

Pros and Cons

Experiments in the browser and on smartphones make specific trade-offs which differ from most other
methods. The most important points are as follows.
Pros
• Control: similar to laboratory experiments, complex designs are possible, and all the interactions
the subjects can be involved in are defined by the experiment designer. This includes for instance
the way in which the experiment is framed (e.g. as a game or a self-improvement aid, aside from
being a scientific study) and, more importantly, the ways in which subjects can interact with
each other through the experiment.
• Embedding: as explained above, smartphone-based experiments allow for real-life embedding:
the experiment designer can choose when and how interactions with the experiment and between
subjects take place, and measure any number of variables the device gives them access to
(geolocation, time, phone agitation through its accelerometers, general noise level, etc.), virtually
at any moment.
2 See

http://daydreaming-the-app.net/ for more details.
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Figure 1: Example questionnaire in the Daydreaming app

Figure 2: Results on weekly mind-wandering rhythms from the Daydreaming app
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• Scale: if needed, the technical platform can relatively easily scale the number of subjects to
several tens of thousands. This also applies to interactions between subjects, which can directly
involve many people, be it at the same time or (for instance) in chains.
• Flexible recruitment: subject recruitment, while also a challenge (see cons below), is very flexible:
services like Prolific Academic3 let experiment designers recruit at reasonable costs in pools of
tens of thousands of subjects with fine-grained demographic filters. Aiming for wider audiences
can be done by offering rewards, framing the experiment as a self-improvement application, or
turning it into a game.
Cons
• Technical challenge: developing such an experiment involves a substantial amount of engineering
and makes use of several technologies most researchers, even technical, are not familiar with.
While some all-in-one kits exist,4 creating an experiment that meets one’s research often requires
learning average skills in most of the various technologies at play: a native or cross-platform
smartphone environment, Web application development, backend server programming, and some
server administration skills. Most importantly, the paradigms and problems encountered are
often new to researchers: most programming is asynchronous due to network communication or
user interface, and technicalities such as user management or email validation can grow into real
engineering challenges.
• Spam-control: subjects are not constrained or encouraged by the face-to-face interaction of a
laboratory experiment, neither are they (in most experiments) in the course of an interaction
with friends where is it natural to them to not write spam, as can be the case in digital traces.
Participants must have an incentive to perform the experiment’s tasks well. If spam is naturally
isolated in the experiment’s design, one can for instance filter it once the data is collected and
make payment depend on it prevalence. But if spam propagates in the experiment, real anti-spam
pressures and motivations need to be factored into the whole design.
• Recruitment cost: while recruiting a few dozen or even a few hundred subjects is generally
cheaper (not counting the cost of developing the experiment) than the equivalent for a laboratory
experiment,5 and can be very easy for fast prototyping and pilots, recruitment cost rises linearly
with the number of subjects and the time they spend on the experiment, unless a different
strategy is used. Turning an experiment into a playful application or an application useful to
the user involves its own set of skills, can prove challenging, and must be factored into the
development cost.

2

The Gistr Platform

2.1

Rationale

As part of my PhD thesis we are studying the transformation of short sentences – such as quotations
from politicians or spokespeople – as they are propagated through various media. Our first study
focused on the evolution of such short quotations as they are copied from blog to media outlet to blog
(Lerique and Roth 2015). Indeed, authors often transform quotations when publishing them online
despite the implicit and common-sense injunction to quote people verbatim: a few words disappear, a
contraction appears, the quote is cropped, and so on and so forth (Simmons, Adamic, and Adar 2011;
Lauf, Valette, and Khouas 2013). Given this observation, the data collected by Leskovec, Backstrom,
and Kleinberg (2009) is at first sight a very good candidate to study the evolution of online content
3 https://www.prolific.ac/
4 See

e.g. http://funf.org/ and http://www.epicollect.net/.
competition on online platforms like Prolific Academic drive subject payments down.
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as it is transformed by users. But the actual analysis proved itself much more challenging, for two
fundamental reasons:
• Missing information: most blog and media outlet authors do not quote their source when they
publish a quote online (it’s often not relevant to the article), meaning there are no sourcedestination links in the data collected; this information must instead be inferred anew to study
the evolution of content. There is also no access to author information (gender or age, experience
in writing, but also psychological factors like memory span), ruling out any study of individual
author effects in transforming the content.
• Missing context: the lack of access to the context of production and reception of quotes makes it
impossible to interpret what a quotation means to its author or its reader (Wittgenstein 2010;
Briggs 1992; Cuffari, Di Paolo, and De Jaegher 2014). Analysing any kind of semantic evolution
is therefore out of reach for this kind of passively collected online data (Lerique 2016, to be
published).
The Gistr platform6 emerged from a concern to address these two problems by taking advantage of the
possibilities offered by Web experiments. The general aim for this project is the study of interpretation
and sense-making of short sentences in particular contexts, and the question of how interpretation and
sense-making have global scale effects when accumulated and iterated.

2.2

State of the Art

This experiment aims to shed some light on the cultural attractors hypothesis presented by Dan Sperber
in his work “Explaining culture: a naturalistic approach” (Sperber 1996). Up to now Epidemiology of
Representations, the theory behind the idea of cultural attractors, has mainly focused on the evolution
of cultural bodily practices with long intergenerational lifecycles like religion (Boyer 2001), smoking
(Claidière and Sperber 2007), the way portraits are made (Morin 2013), and the practice of bloodletting
(Miton, Claidière, and Mercier 2015). The field has also started studies of diachronic evolution of
language (Claidière et al. 2014).
Practices with short intragenerational lifecycles that have less to do with changes in bodily practice
and more with interpretation have also been recently studied, like for instance music (MacCallum et
al. 2012) or risk perception (Moussaïd, Brighton, and Gaissmaier 2015).
With the development of the Gistr platform, we aim to bring a new case in this area of short
lifecycle opinion dynamics by studying the semantic evolution of short sentences and short stories
in interpretation chains. What change takes place here is mainly due to interpretation and the
reconstructional component of memory which involves many levels and is influenced by many factors.
Therefore, after starting at the macro scale where individual variation and context details are abstracted
out, we also aim to gradually move towards the mesoscopic scale, integrating more contextual and
personal details and factors as the experiments are iterated.

2.3

General approach

Interpretation is currently at a theoretical crossroads between fodorian (Fodor 1983) and formal
semantic analyses on one side, and enactive accounts of languaging on the other side (Cuffari, Di
Paolo, and De Jaegher 2014). Epidemiology of Representations rests on the former: in this account of
cognition and interpretation, the brain is a storehouse of representations and most of what interests us
happens in that storehouse (perception, processing and transformation of representations).
6 As explained further down, we aim for a series of experiments based on the same paradigm and gradually introducing
complexity to the problem. Hence the term platform.
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During the 2000’s however, a profound shift in philosophy of mind departed from this position and
developed a theory positing the central role of the environment. In this theory, cognition is seen as a
way of exploring and relating to the environment (vs. storing representations of that environment), and
as such cannot be considered out of or separated from it (some philosophers go so far as to consider
that the environment is part of the cognitive device). This line of thought has greatly improved the
way cognitive science analyses contextual and situational information and interaction, has led to many
experimental breakthroughs (mostly in perception; of particular interest are Sensory Substitution
Devices (O’Regan and Noë 2001)), and has a number of implications for how perception and affect
should be tackled (see for instance (Bower and Gallagher 2013)).
This approach, usually labelled “enactive”,7 construes interpretation as a kind of attention-perceptionaction loop that constitutes exploration of a meaningful environment through “educated attention”
(Ingold 1997; Cuffari, Di Paolo, and De Jaegher 2014). While the enactive approach does bring an
extremely promising conceptualisation of interpretation and how it can be studied, we chose to design
the experiment following the paradigm of transmission chains which is a clear application of the more
fodorian ideas behind Epidemiology of Representations. This paradigm is also very analogous to
real life situations of interest (such as the propagation of short sentences in blogspace) and, as we
are currently seeing with the first results, is useful in pinpointing the shortcomings of the fodorian
approach and highlighting the areas in particular need of an enactive approach to interpretation.
Other disciplines, such as Social Anthropology, oppose valuable criticisms to this design (see in
particular Briggs 1992; Ingold 1997; Ingold 1998; Ingold 2004). However as explained above, the
development will first focus on Epidemiology of Representations itself and, if time allows, gradually
incorporate criticism as it serves the purpose of explaining the collected data and refining the conditions.
(The enactive critique will, for instance, prove useful in trying to develop conditions taking context
and interaction into account, which in turn will likely allow us to explain some noise.)

2.4

Breakout and development

Let us now present the current state of the experiment itself, and the directions we will develop it in.
2.4.1

Breakout

In the first iteration we aimed to explore some interpretation effects, at the single and cumulative
levels, in tasks involving sentence and story rewriting or reformulation. Since interpretation involves
so many levels of complexity, we started with the simplest possible condition (although it is probably
underspecified), and will add new measures and conditions through further iterations, guided by the
questions and the noise of the previous iteration.
To do this we built a Web experiment aimed at generating trees of short sentences that have been
repeatedly memorised and rewritten (i.e. interpreted and reconstructed) by a large number of subjects.
Recruited participants went through a series of steps:
• sign up (Figure 3),
• setting their mothertongue and answering a preliminary questionnaire (Figure 5),
• they then started training for the main task, consisting in repeatedly memorising and rewriting
short sentences as accurately as possible. As the instructions show in Figure 6, a sentence is
presented to the subject, and after a short pause, the subject must rewrite the sentence as they
remember it. The whole process loops until the experiment is finished. The real trials started
after five training trials.
7 The family of approaches developed following the shift in philosophy is also known as the “4Es”: embodied, embedded,
extended, and enactive cognition.
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Once the subjects completed the experiment, the application switched to a game mode where each
subject could suggest new sentences (depending on the number of sentences they have already
transformed) that get fed to other game-mode subjects (thus keeping experiment and game sentences
isolated). Subjects could also explore the interpretation trees generated by the experiment and see
how content was transformed along transmission chains (Figure 7).

Figure 3: Gistr welcome screen
The initial sentences we selected consisted in quotations from the MemeTracker dataset (Leskovec,
Backstrom, and Kleinberg 2009), famous quotes obtained on WikiSource, and a few quotations from
the 1957 film “12 Angry Men”. Each subject was presented either with original sentences, or with
sentences further down a transmission chain, that is resulting from the iterated interpretation of other
subjects.
Measures
In each iteration of the experiment, we will measure the following (among several other exploratory
measures):
• Possible correlation between the transformation rate of sentences8 and age and gender of the
authors,
• Cumulative transformation rate of sentences as a function of their depth in the tree,
• Transmissibility of sentences as defined by Claidière et al. (2014).
8 Sentence transformation rate is measured by (1) extracting content words from the sentence by removing stopwords
and lemmatising, (2) computing the content-word-based edit distance between the sentence and its parent, normalized
to the maximum number of content words between the sentence and its parent.

7

Figure 4: Gistr signup screen

Figure 5: Initial questionnaire

8

Figure 6: Experiment instructions and demo

Figure 7: Interpretation trees resulting from the experiment
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2.4.2

Development

The experiment, freely accessible on https://gistr.io/, lets us start experimenting on paid (Prolific
Academic) or volunteer (Crowd Crafting9 ) platforms, and later advertise for platform-free participation.
The technical development itself happens on the project’s repositories, https://github.com/
interpretation-experiment/gistr-app/wiki, and the scientific design and exploration is documented on
the project’s Open Science Framework repository, https://osf.io/k7d38/. All the code written for this
experiment (browser application, server backend, data analysis) is released as free software.
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